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Carpe Diem – as if beekeepers had any other choice in the 
spring! 

We’re often so busy trying to stay a step or two ahead of 
our honey bees, that the ‘Diems’ run away on us. Before this 
happens, please set aside May 29 for our first ever provincial 
Day of the Honey Bee. There are events planned throughout 
BC with several municipalities not only embracing urban bee-
keeping, but also making proclamations for our special day. To 
join in on the festivities see details on page 10.

Amongst those who will be marking the Day of the Honey 
Bee are the volunteer beekeepers at Victoria’s Woodwynn 
Therapeutic Community Farm. On May 29 they will be hosting 
bee expert Dr. Mark Winston at the farm, along with a work-
shop and musical family entertainment. To learn more about 
Woodwynn’s mandate for empowering the homeless, see Dr. 
Jo-Anne Stoltz’s write-up on page 27. 

Has the day come for you to consider the pastoral art of 
making comb honey? If so, our guest contributor Ron Miksha 
of Calgary shows the way. Ron is blunt about the challenges of 
making comb honey. However, he counters this warning with 
encouragement throughout his article, and says “if you really 
want to know beekeeping – and if you are up to the challenge 
– honey combing is a noble pursuit.”

It was a sad day this past February when former BC 
Provincial Apiculturist John Corner passed away. John’s 
enthusiasm, curiosity, acuity, and contributions to the inter-
national beekeeping community are legendary. He is fondly 
remembered in the words of three friends as we pay tribute to 
his life and legacy in this issue.

A penny saved is a penny earned. Dominion and Grimm’s 
Heather Clark proved this last year with Ontario’s beekeep-

ers, and aims to do the same in BC. 
Heather is proposing an incentive 
program for the BCHPA whereby 
her company will set aside a small 
donation on select Dominion and 
Grimm items that are bought by BC 
beekeepers. Last year the Ontario 
Beekeepers’ Association received 
over $17,000 through this simple 
plan. 

  Can proteomics save the day? Dr. Leonard Foster’s UBC 
lab is transitioning to the next stage of their APIS research pro-
gram. They’re asking interested queen breeders to meet with 
Genome BC representatives. Feedback is needed on develop-
ing a cost-effective and fast diagnostic test for identifying 
various bee traits. If you have something to contribute, they’d 
love to hear from you!

Lastly, we thank Island Bee Inspector, BCHPA Secretary, 
and queen breeder Brenda Jager who kindly took time 
out of one of her busy days to produce a summary of her 
recent Kamloops presentation. The many benefits for using 
screened bottom boards as a key tool in your Integrated Pest 
Management IPM are outlined in her article.

I leave you with a quote that nicely sums up our theme this 
May. All of the best  – Diane

 
“Old friends pass away, new friends appear. It is just like 

the days. An old day passes, a new day arrives. The important 
thing is to make it meaningful: a meaningful friend - or a 
meaningful day.” – Dalai Lama
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Well, time flies and it’s time to write another report.  It was 
very nice weather for the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics, 
which ironically got rid of the snow, and then when they 
were over, the cold returned.  This pattern slowed down the 
build-up of package bees, and seemed to also correct the tim-
ing of bloom, so we are now about a week ahead instead of 
three weeks.  In fact, during this last week things have finally 
changed for the better and the colonies are building again.

I was sad to hear about the passing of former provincial 
Apiculturist, John Corner in March. John was a very energetic 
and progressive man.  He was instrumental in implementing 
many excellent provincial programs that are still in existence 
today. We all benefit from his legacy. 

The BCHPA semi-annual gathering has come and gone. It 
was a full weekend of meetings including one for the Honey 
Bee Education Committee who met on the Friday. They’re 
working on a new provincial course curriculum that is well on 
its way to completion.  Big thanks to Committee Chair Lance 
Cuthill and his group of volunteers.

The Sunday of the Kamloops semi-annual meeting saw a 
very well received and attended Integrated Pest Management 
IPM workshop, sponsored in part by the Investment Agriculture 
Foundation IAF. Total educational funding has come through 
at approximately $12,000 for all five courses being offered this 
spring. We have sold out both Queen Rearing Courses to be 
held in Langley and Williams Lake. There are two more IPM 
courses scheduled for Comox and Cranbrook on May 16. 

The popularity and success of the semi-annual IPM work-
shop begs the question, do we make this an annual event? And 
if so, what do you as the membership want to see?  Do we have 
an annual IPM workshop in Kamloops at the same time next 
year, or do we move it? And what would you like for topics 
and speakers? We have the ability to host various workshops 
in the years to come and in different locations, so let’s hear 
from you as to what you would like.  Marketing your products; 
increasing your business; expanding your apiary; wintering 
hives; cutting losses; and producing value-added products are 
just some examples.

Our Annual General Meeting is in Cranbrook this year and 
Lance and Bobby Cuthill have a great venue for us.  Wayne 
Neidig has come up with some great speakers for our Education 
Day, so register early or there might not be any room left.

On a different note this has been a very different year. 
In our own operation, we ordered an early pallet of Chilean 
package bees that were supposed to arrive on a Wednesday. 

Everything was looking 
good, when suddenly an 
earthquake delayed our 
order. This sent every-
thing into chaos, mak-
ing it impossible to tie 
down a firm arrival 
date. Next we managed 
to secure another pallet 
of package bees from 
New Zealand to take the 
edge off our customer’s 
immediate requirements.  
Meanwhile, the Chilean bees were rescheduled for shipment; 
then Air Canada cancels cargo for passengers over Easter. 
When they finally arrived from Chile, 830 packages of bees 
were dead in syrup with maybe 10 packages on the very bot-
tom making it.  Still in the works, Chile was to send another 
pallet and one was on its way from Western Australia.  The 
second pallet from Chile was half dead and the pallet from 
Australia was cancelled due to a volcanic eruption, with fresh 
fruit and vegetables taking priority for shipment.  Let’s hope 
nothing else happens!

The weather has turned sunny, the bees are flying, the 
bloom is on, and we’re moving into pollination. Life is good – 
for now. ❀      ~ Stan

From the President

Stan Reist
BCHPA President
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP,  Manager, BCMAL Apiculture Program

No Report Available from the Provincial Apiculture Office.
We look forward to a return of Beelines in the August issue.

Edited by: Paul van Westendorp, Provincial Apiculturist 
Based on the original version prepared by: 
J. Corner, (former) Provincial Apiculturist 
This publication was originally produced by the Extension Ser-
vice of the British Columbia Department of Agriculture (1976). 
Under provisions of the Federal/Provincial Regional Coopera-
tive Publishing Program, the Canada Department of Agricul-
ture printed a revised version in 1979. The current edition is 
available in paper format and electronically @ www.al.gov.
bc.ca/apiculture. 
© BC Ministry of Agriculture & Lands, 2006 

Beehive Construction 
Most beekeepers will assemble pre-cut beehive equipment 

at some time. Others go farther by manufacturing their own 
equipment. In either case, it is important to use standard dimen-
sions and assembly methods to ensure that the equipment will 
be interchangeable, strong and durable. This publication offers 
dimensions and designs of individual hive parts, and a few as-
sembly hints. 

In Canada, the Langstroth movable-frame hive has been ad-
opted as the hive standard. This hive design provides simplic-
ity of construction and ease of manipulation, permitting rapid 
inspection and interchange of frames. Well-constructed equip-
ment pays off in ease of management, and retains its resale 
value. 

Note: Non-standard beehive equipment is occasionally 
promoted. Even though some designs may be practical and 
effective, we do not recommend any non-standard equipment 
because of higher costs, limited resale value and poor manage-
ment flexibility.

The Ontario Agricultural College (Oac) Pollen Trap 
To trap pollen, returning foragers must pass through some 

type of a barrier that will dislodge the pollen pellets from their 
legs. There have been many different designs over the years, 
but the OAC Pollen trap, originally introduced by the Ontario 
Agricultural College in 1962 has proven very effective (Figure 
10). Its most attractive features include: 

• Less crowding of bees at the entrance 

• Drones can still leave the hive 

• Pollen stays dry and can be harvested from the rear of the 
hive without interrupting bee activity at the front entrance 
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Installation 
To install the trap, the brood chamber must be removed first 

and the floorboard reversed (front to rear). The trap is then 
placed in position so that its entrance is located where the origi-
nal hive entrance was. The bees will orient to this new entrance 
promptly. The floorboard now serves to hold the pollen col-
lection tray. Pollen can be removed by sliding the tray out at 
the open end of the floorboard (at the rear of the hive) without 
interfering with bee flight. 

Pollen Trap Components: 
The Pollen Tray 
The tray is made from a frame of wooden strips 25 mm (1 

in.) thick and 483 x 368 mm (14 1/2 in. x 19 in.) in dimensions. 
A piece of fine cloth or nylon mesh can be stapled to one side of 
the frame and function as the floor of the pollen tray. Wooden 
slats below the tray should hold the cloth about 25 mm (1 in.) 
above the floorboard. 

With air circulation both above and below the tray, the pol-
len will remain dry and only need emptying every two or three 
days. Bees are prevented from gaining access to the pollen by 
a 4.2 or 3.6 mm (6 or 7 mesh/in.) galvanized screen placed 
horizontally above the tray (Figure 11).

The Pollen Barrier 
The barrier is made from two screens of 5-mesh galvanized 

screen, spaced 6 to 8 mm (1/4 in. to 5/16 in.) apart. The easiest 
is to fasten the screens to both sides of • inch plywood that can 
be pulled out of the trap from the rear of the colony whenever 
pollen collections need to be stopped. Cut out an area of 33 
x 28 cm (approx. 11 x 13 in.) from the plywood and fasten 
the screens on both sides. Make sure that there will be enough 
space to slide the pollen barrier into the pollen trap. At one end 
of the pollen barrier slide, cut in bee/drone escapes (see Drone 
Escapes, Figures 10 and 11). 

To ease installation and removal, grease the edges of the 
plywood slide with oil or wax to prevent bees from propoliz-
ing it.

Figure 10. OAC pollen trap partially assembled
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Bee Lifts are provided by fastening three slats of wood 
placed on edge to the lower screen. These are placed diagonally 
in the trap and extend up so they just clear the pollen barrier 
screens. These lifts permit the bees to readily run up to the pol-
len barrier allowing for more uniform distribution of pollen in 
the trays. 

Drone Escapes are provided by drilling two 25 mm (1 in.) 
holes through both the front rim of the main trap unit and 
through the rim of the pollen barrier slide directly beneath it. 
Two V-shaped notches are then cut to connect the drilled hole 
to the front edge of the pollen barrier frame, leaving a space 
at the front margin just wide enough for a single drone to pass 
through. A small piece of screen is then tacked over the lower 
side of this hole and notch. This simple arrangement permits 
the drones, as well as many workers, to leave the hive without 
passing through the pollen barrier screens. Relatively few bees 
find their way back through these small openings. 

The weight-supporting outer frame of the pollen trap is con-
structed of 19 mm (3/4 in.) lumber to form a rim about 76 mm 
(3 in.) deep. The balance is made of 6 mm (1/4 in.) plywood. 

Pollen yields vary according to season and location. In some 
areas as much as 0.45 kg (1lb.) per day has been trapped from a 
single hive. Even with the OAC pollen trap, at least 33% of the 
pollen gathered by the bees passes through the pollen barrier. 
As such, there appears no reduction in brood rearing or honey 
production even when traps were kept on colonies throughout 
the whole season.  ❀

Figure 11. Diagram of OAC pollen trap showing individual parts

Pollen
From a bee’s point of view pollen is the most important 
product of the hive. Since their evolutionary origin over 
90 million years ago from sphecid wasps, bees have co-
evolved with flowering plants. Bees visit flowers simply 
to harvest floral rewards for themselves and their larvae. 
Pollination is an incidental feature of their floral fidelity 
and the ability of their fuzzy bodies to transport grains. 

 – an excerpt from The Hive and the Honey Bee 
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Hello everyone! In this issue I’d like to take the opportunity 
to remind you of the original goals of our APIS project and 
update you a bit on our plans as we are approaching a key 
point in the project: a decision of whether to pursue a practical 
application of all this work is forthcoming.

The main grant that funded our work back in 2008 was 
structured so that we would receive three years of funding 
for the ‘research’ phase of the work. At the same time though 
we had to propose how we would take the results from the 
research phase into a ‘development’ phase where something 
of practical use to queen breeders would be implemented. The 
funding for the first three years was successful, obviously, 
and was to support the identification of molecular signatures 
that could be used to diagnose how a certain stock of bees 
would respond in various assays related to disease resistance, 
for example, hygienic behaviour, Varroa sensitive hygiene 
VSH, larval resistance to American Foulbrood AFB. As these 
experiments continue, our outlook on the potential success of 
the research phase becomes more and more positive. I told 
you last issue about some success we have had in being able 
to, effectively, diagnose where bees come from originally and 
that is conceptually the same as our primary goal of being able 
to diagnose resistance. More results, which I will talk about in 
the next issue, suggest that we will be able to define signatures 
for at least some of the desirable traits that one might want in 
this world where Varroa mites are everywhere.

Now that there is but one year left for our research phase, we 
have begun discussions with Genome BC, the funding agency, 
about continuing this project and seeing if we can’t develop an 
assay of some sort that could be used on real samples. What 
would this test look like? The ‘product’ would be a diagnostic 
test that would give you a quick and accurate measure of how 
bees would respond in one or more of several assays (e.g., 
hygienic behaviour, VSH, mite load, immunity to AFB). As 
I’ve said at a few BCHPA meetings, the form this test would 
take depends very much on what it is we have to test for but 
in reality, from your point of view this would probably work 
similarly to the PCR tests that are done for several viruses, etc. 
where you send some bees off to a lab to be tested (initially it 
would be our lab). The cost of this test is still to be determined 
but obviously if it is too high it won’t get used.

So how would you use it? Well, I imagine that if you were 
interested in breeding disease-resistant bees then you would 
do some kind of conventional cross between your best bees 
and raise a bunch of queens from those and then the offspring 
from each queen would be subjected to the test. You could then 
breed again from those who score highest and evaluate again 
or just produce queens for sale from those who scored highest. 
The aim is that this would save you the hassle of doing labori-
ous testing for each assay (e.g., hygienic behaviour or worse, 
VSH) and would increase the value of your queens, if you sell 
them.

We are hoping to get some interested queen breeders togeth-
er with Genome BC to give some feedback on the usefulness 
of such a test so if you have something to contribute then we’d 
love to hear from you! You can e-mail me at ljfoster@inter-
change.ubc.ca or write to me at 2125 East Mall, Vancouver, 
BC, V6T 1Z4.

How honey kills 
bacteria

I think we all know 
that honey is a healthy 
food and many of you 
know that it can have 
medicinal properties 
beyond just soothing 
a sore throat in the 
form of a hot honey 
and lemon drink. 
Honey has been used 
in wound healing 
since ancient times 
and is still used rou-
tinely in some regions 
of the world. Many 
‘folk’ remedies of 
this sort are based on 
questionable or non-
existent data but in 
the case of honey there is excellent evidence that it has real 
antibiotic properties. However, a high concentration of sugar 
alone can also kill bacteria so a group in Amsterdam asked if 
honey is better at killing bacteria than just sugar alone and, if 
so, what is it in honey that does this? (Kwakman, et al. (2010) 
How honey kills bacteria. FASEB Journal. Published on-line) 
They found that honey is indeed more effective than a similar 
solution of sugar alone and so set about testing what com-
ponents of honey cause this. By identifying one compound, 
selectively removing it and then testing to see if the remain-
ing mixture had any antibacterial properties they found that 
hydrogen peroxide, methylglyoxal and bee defensin-1 were the 
active ingredients in honey. The hydrogen peroxide in honey 
is the same stuff you buy in a bottle from a drug store and use 
to clean cuts. Methylglyoxal basically prevents bacteria from 
digesting sugar and so it starves them to death. Lastly, bee 
defensin-1 is a special kind of protein that the bees themselves 
add to the honey that basically makes large holes in bacteria, 
killing them.

I liked this study because it was very systematic and pro-
vided very solid evidence that explains ALL of the bacteri-
cidal properties of honey. The researchers didn’t just use some 
ordinary lab strains of bacteria in their testing though, they 
used some of the most troublesome bacteria facing our health 
system today, many of the different bugs that have developed 
resistance to the normal antibiotics that we use to treat them. 
Looks like bees may ride in and save our health system as well 
as our food system!  ❀

Proteomics and Other Musings

Leonard Foster, BSc, PhD
Photo by Brian Hawkes, Genome BC

Beekeeping Supplies, Equipment & Glassware
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl

6456 Cowichan Valley Hwy  PO Box 1491 - Lake Cowichan BC V0R 2G0
250-749-3800 - www.thebeestore.com
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BEEKEEPERS UNITE FOR DAY of the HONEY BEE

The Cowichan 
Beekeepers’ Association 
created these fantastic 
brochures as part of an 
educational program 
a few years ago. The 
statistics have been 
updated, but otherwise, 
they’re the same great 
tool for getting the word 
out to the public about 
how important honey 
bees are for pollination 
and our well being.  

Hi folks,

The Day of the Honey Bee on May 29, 2010 is fast approaching 

and we have had a show of interest from a number of individuals 

and clubs. I am in the process of getting a brochure printed up 

and will be sending out packages of 100-200 to people who are 

doing projects tied to marking the day.

So far we have had notes from: North Vancouver City; the Farm-

er's Market at Trout Lake in Burnaby; Powell River; Arlo's Honey 

Farm in Kelowna; Edward Person with the Kamloops club; Meg 

Paulson at Nicola Valley Apiaries in Merritt; Dana LeComte at 

Tugwell Creek in Sooke; plus Islanders in Victoria, Duncan, and 

Port Alberni. Marg Lomond in Ashcroft has been in touch; Cher-

yl Tarves from Cawston will be do something at the Penticton 

Farmer's Market; Ann Carter and the Williams Lake bee club are 

planning a display; and Lance and Bobby Cuthill in Cranbrook 

have something up their sleeves.

If I've left you off let me know or let me 

know if you need project ideas. I'll also 

prepare a backgrounder that I can email 

out too.

Cheers
Allen Garr
bygarr@telus.net
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Some clarification about label laws from the Canadian Honey 
Council

Beekeepers who package, label and sell their own honey 
may want to note that as of June 30, 2009 federal regulations 
on the labelling of organic honey came into effect. It is not 
permissible to label honey as “organic” if the production 
has not been certified by an accredited third party auditing 
body (like OCIA, IFOAM, OCCP/Pro Cert, QAI etc.).  The 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency CFIA enforces the rules on 
labelling of honey and any incidents should be reported to the 
honey program officer Debbie Fishbein. Her email is: debbie.
fishbein@inspection.gc.ca. It is not fair to those who go to the 
greater expense of verifying organic practices through record 
keeping, inspections and regular audit cycles to compete against 
unregulated producers claiming organic honey status. ❀

Organic Honey in Canada

OUR BUSINESS.....
..... IS PACKAGING YOURS

We have a wide range of stock glass & plastic
containers including honey bears & bee hives. 

We also carry a variety of plastic and metal lids, 
including printed honey comb lids.

PLEASE CALL US FOR A QUOTE.

AMPAK DISTRIBUTION INC.
Unit 115 - 13480 Crestwood Place

Richmond BC V6V 2K1

Telephone: (604) 273-9631
Fax: (604) 273-1865

tgabel@ampak.ca  splester@ampak.ca
www.ampak.ca

Honey 
Equipment

Bees

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.
New & Used beekeeping equipment
Honey
Ezyloaders (Beekeeper Model 300 now available)

✧

✧

✧

Ph: 204 662 4401   Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com
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Ron Miksha, Summit Gardens Honey 
Farms

Ron Miksha is a Calgary-based 
writer, beekeeper, and scientist. Ron has 
been keeping bees for 40 years. You can 
learn more about his beekeeping at www.
badbeekeeping.com

If girls were the only beekeepers (and 
no boys allowed), there would be a lot 
more comb honey in the world. Boys - 
myself included - are enamored by loudly 
clanking, whirling machinery. Shortly 
after getting his first hive, a boy will 
start shopping for an extractor. It shakes 
all over the floor, and it slings honey out 
in gooey gobs. Such fun! Then there’s 
the uncapper. When I was a kid, I fell 
in love with a Bogey - the Bogenshutz 
- that a neighbour beekeeper owned. I 
was so envious. It had whips and chains 
with sharp little hooks.  If you dropped a 
frame into Bogey the wrong way, pieces 
of wood were ejected through the slot 
where your hand had better not be. Who 
could ask for more?

If you go commercial, you’ll 
probably get a huge outfit that drags a 
trailer. Perched like a king on that trailer 
would be a forklift. And you’ll need it 
- commercial guys move their hives a 
dozen times a year - whether they need 
to or not. Moving half-tonne pallets of 
bees at midnight is the ultimate rush. 
At harvest, each deep honey super can 
weigh a hundred pounds, so it’s nice to 
have another forklift in the warehouse, 
too. Finally, that warehouse has to be big 
- with tall ceilings for stacking those 700 

pound drums of honey. 
Compare this to the pastoral art of 

making comb honey. Boxes are a third the 
weight; and dollar-for-dollar the finished 
honey takes one-tenth the space. Harvest 
tools - a shiny knife and a hive tool - can 
rest in the palm of a hand. If you choose 
to listen to Mozart while packing, you 
can actually hear the second viola - it’s 
not competing with the howls of a wax 
spinner. So, why don’t more people make 
comb honey?  Besides the obvious - most 
beekeepers are boys and most boys like 
noise - there are a few other drawbacks. 
Typically, consumers prefer liquid honey. 
To sell your harvest, you still might need 
to melt, press, whirl, or squeeze your 
combs to get runny honey. You may need 
to educate consumers about the superior 
taste and naturalness of comb honey. But 
the biggest impediment to a world full 
of comb honey producers is the fact that 
comb honey beekeeping is really, really 
hard.

Halfway through his 1976 British 
Handbook of Bee-Keeping, Herbert Mace 
announces: “I deliberately refrained from 
giving details about the production of 
comb honey in the first part of this book 
because it is, in my opinion, a mistake for 
beginners to attempt what is admitted to 
be the most difficult thing to accomplish 
satisfactorily.”  When he says, “the 
most difficult thing to accomplish 
satisfactorily” he is including piloting a 
space shuttle and settling a three-year-
old for a nap.  Comb honey making is 
hard. So, this is fair warning – although 
the beauty of a perfect honey comb is 
unmatched in the world of food, and 
although no honey product is closer to the 
pure and natural sweet that bees intended 
for us to eat, making comb honey is not 
for the easily discouraged. But if you 
really want to know beekeeping – and 
if you are up to the challenge – honey 
combing is a noble pursuit.

In this short article, I hope to 
encourage beekeepers – male and female 
- to consider comb honey production. 
I’ll try to give a few tips. But there are 

Less Noise; More Fun – Comb Honey Beekeeping

 “If you choose to listen to Mozart 
while packing, you can actually hear 
the second viola - it’s not competing 
with the howls of a wax spinner.”

Ron and son in comb honey yard.

Extracting tools on stainless-steel table

Comb honey hive in the field.

Comb honey packaging station 
– No noisy extractors!

Miksha comb honey, note the fine quality 
wax capping.
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smarter people than I who have written 
some great books on comb honey 
beekeeping. So I will simply suggest a 
beekeeping alternative and write a few 
words of encouragement to those of you 
who like bees more than machines.

One of the most famous figures in 
modern beekeeping was Dr Richard 
Taylor. He taught philosophy - he literally 
wrote the book on Metaphysics, a text 
still used on campuses in introductory 
philosophy classes. Away from the 
campus, his passion was his comb 
honey bee farm. From 300 hives he 
produced 20,000 combs a year. He kept 
his overhead low - just one old truck and 
no paid help. Besides what he termed the 
“intrinsic beauty of comb honey” he cited the low overhead of 
the enterprise as its main attraction.  Without a lot of equipment,  
Dr Taylor netted an extra thirty thousand dollars a year for his 
summer-time efforts, back in the 70s and 80s. Not bad for a 
professor’s hobby.

Over 50 years ago, in American Bee Journal, philosopher-
beekeeper Taylor advocated the plastic round comb system.  
Plastic round comb sections were invented by Dr Wladyslaw 
Zbikowski, a retired physician, born in western Pennsylvania, 
educated in Poland and Russia, but keeping bees in Detroit, 

Michigan. Dr Z may have got his idea from an earlier similar 
system, devised in 1880, that used glass rings nested in 
sawdust. Dr Z’s 1954 invention is very similar. According to 
Richard Taylor, Dr Z was not a promoter and soon several 
identical, competing frames were sold, including Cobana and 
Visi-chek.  Dr Z finally sold the idea to Tom Ross, a retired 
Ohio architect, who submitted the plan for patent in 1980. That 
patent has long since expired and a number of other models 
using plastic containers that the bees fill right in the hives have 
been developed -  including the Vac-Pac, Hogg Cassette, and 
Bee-O-Pac of North America, and the Pohl Rounds of Hungary.  
All of these products are plastic.   

I’m not a huge fan of this plastic world, but the only viable 
alternative is a wooden-box system. For generations, wood was 
the ‘traditional’ material for comb honey boxes. But the wood 
had to be soft, pliable, bendable – able to wrap around the wax 
foundation and securely house the comb of honey. For this, in 
North America, a native deciduous beauty called Basswood 
(aka Linden, Lime, or Tilia americana) is sliced up.  Early last 
century, basswood comb honey squares were being filled by 
the millions and old-growth basswood trees were being felled 
by the thousands. Sadly, this same tree provided much of the 
whitest and nicest honey for those boxes. To me as a child 
growing up in a family producing basswood honey in the east, 
this seemed rude. So, now we are using plastics instead.  A 
huge advantage with these modern systems is that the bees fill 
the same container that the consumer eats from – there is no 
processing (beekeepers never touch the honey). Packaging is as 

simple as snapping a couple of lids on the 
finished honey comb you’ve pulled from 
the hive.

You’ll not need much else to start 
making comb honey. You’ll need the hives 
you have now, your knife for harvesting, 
plus the round comb equipment for easy 
production. But you’ll also need wisdom. 
If you want to get serious about comb 
honey production, spend some time on-
line or at the library. 

Here are honey combing books to 
look for:

For sheer delight, read any of Dr 
CC Miller’s books. CC (as the former 
physician was always called) wrote 
the book on comb honey beekeeping a 

hundred years ago. His 50 Years Among the Bees is a classic 
in beekeeping literature, but CC’s techniques and advice are 
often no longer relevant. Nevertheless, he was a keen observer 
of honey bee society and CC clearly explains how he produced 
300 sections per hive on a regular basis after he moved west to 
Illinois from the Pittsburgh area.  About the same time, another 
western-Pennsylvania beekeeper, WC Harbison, moved to 
California and began producing comb honey by the train-car 
load, shipping it from San Diego County to New York City in 
the 1890s. He tells his story in Bees and Beekeeping; A Plain 
Practical Work; with Directions on How to Make Bee-Keeping 
a Desirable and Lucrative Business. Once you get past the title, 
you’ve almost finished his book.  In 1917, George DeMuth, an 
agri-scientist, explained comb honey in Comb Honey.  Later, 

Maximize Spring Build-up 
and Colony Health

   Learn more at  www.globalpatties.com
    and call 1-866-948-6084 toll free

    or email  mike@globalpatties.com 
Pollen in our formula is irradiated by Iotron for prevention of bee disease 

GLOBAL PATTIES

Feed ready-made patties from

Bees need both protein and carbohydrate 
for good build-up and large honey crops.  

Feed patties to ensure colony health, 
fast build-up and maximum production.

“You’ll not need much else to start making comb honey.
You’ll need the hives you have now, your knife for 

harvesting, plus the round comb equipment for easy 
production. But you’ll also need wisdom…. spend some 

time on-line or at the library”

Finished combs on the store shelf.
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Eugene Killion described a complicated 
system of comb honey production which 
made him the most successful American 
beekeeper of the 1940s. You can read 
his autobiography, The Covered Bridge, 
or his manual, Honey in the Comb, 
still available from some bee supply 
companies. Dr Roger Morse published 
Comb Honey Production in 1978, a 
great book which covers everything 
comb. Miller and Morse wrote the best 
of this bunch. This brings us back to the 
philosopher-beekeeper, Richard Taylor.

Undoubtedly, the finest books on 
comb honey beekeeping are Dr Taylor’s 
series from the 1970s which include The 
Joy of Beekeeping and How to Produce 
Beautiful Comb Honey. After the first half 
dozen pages of ‘whys and wherefores’ as 
he calls them, Taylor eschews philosophy 
and focuses on the nuts and bolts of 
comb honey production. Among his 
key elements are suggestions on how to 
crowd the hive while maintaining swarm 
control. This is the heart of comb honey 
production. 

I’ll try to summarize some of his 
steps: 

1) Using only your strongest and 
best hive(s), reduce the colony (from two 
or three deeps) to single story as the main 
honey flow is starting.

2) Find and cage the queen. Later, 
you could requeen this hive with a fresh, 
new BC-bred queen by slipping out the 
old caged queen and inserting a new 
(caged) queen. Meanwhile, you have 
broken the brood cycle. By caging the 
queen, swarming is stalled – although 
the bees may still raise new queen cells, 
which you’ll need to monitor.

3) Leave mostly sealed brood in 
the single box with the caged queen, 
moving the unsealed brood to other, 
weaker hives. This increases the strength 
of your poor hives – but be sure all your 
colonies are pest-free and disease-free or 
you’ll be scattering trouble amongst your 
bees! 

4) Stack your comb super(s) on 
the single-story hive, which should be 
boiling with bees. 

5) Remove finished supers so the 
combs stay fresh and clean. As needed, 
you may want to pull individual frames 
and combs, or rotate the positions of 
unfinished combs. Watch for the end of 
the season, reducing unfinished sections 
to a minimum so you’re not stuck with 
partial combs.

There is much more you need to 
know: more on swarm control, comb-

baiting, equipment assembly, hive build-
up, harvesting, honey handling. If you 
can’t get a copy of Taylor’s book, you 
will find more about his techniques on 
our website: www.summitcombs.com. 
We’ve posted a number of useful ideas 
and suggestions about comb honey 
production there.

Some honey combing fundamentals 
to keep in mind:

1) Comb honey making requires 
an intense nectar flow, which might 
not be available in your area. Much of 
south and coastal BC experiences slow 

modest flows – at least compared to the 
twenty-pound days of the north country. 
Slow flows result in thicker wax and less 
uniform sections. When the flow tapers 
off, it may also result in unfinished 
combs.

2) Comb honey making requires 
a densely-populated hive. Swarming is 
a frequent by-product of this condition. 
DeMuth (Comb Honey, 1917) says, “Any 

manipulation for swarm control is based 
upon a single principle - a temporary 
disturbance in the continuity of the daily 
emergence of brood.” So you need smart 
management to crowd the hive without it 
swarming.

3) Avoid granulation.  Dr Eva 
Crane (A Book of Honey, 1980) noted 
that honey processed through extractors 
and pumps is more likely to crystallize 
than identical honey left in the comb. But 
comb honey can nevertheless granulate - 
we once had a problem with this. Rock 
solid honey is still honey – we even have 
friends who prefer crystallized combs. 
But most people don’t and customers 
may think the honey is “old”.  So, avoid 
granulation sources like aster and canola, 
if you can. Freeze your harvested honey 
combs. We built a huge walk-in freezer 
and we keep the thermostat set at minus 
20 Celsius.

Comb honey sells well to people 
who taste it. Everyone else – perhaps 
95 percent of the world’s population – 
have no idea what they are missing. If 
you help your bees make comb honey, 
you will probably become a teacher of 
nutrition and a promoter of healthy food 
alternatives in order to sell your crop. 
On the retail level (including farm-gate, 
roadsides, and farmers’ markets) a 200 
gram (7 or 8 ounce) honey comb should 
sell for $10 or more. A friend sells about 
300 combs at $15 each from the back of 
his truck every year while parked outside 
a co-op store. He also sells some nice 
white liquid honey, which is his main 
draw.  In your favourite grocery, check 
out the prices of top quality foods – 
cheeses, olives, nuts – and you’ll notice 
similarly priced gourmet items.  For the 
beekeeper, a fair price grosses $200 to 
$300 for 15 pounds of production. But it 
is a hard-won profit.

After all this, you may be wondering 
if honey combing is worth the trouble. 
The answer gets back to your feelings 
about your bees and beekeeping.  If you 
want to make and sell a near perfect food 
and if you want the challenge of the most 
difficult sort of beekeeping, then you 
should give it a try. 

Dr Richard Taylor, the metaphysics 
professor at Cornell University - 
supreme advocate of comb honey 
beekeeping - would have encouraged 
you. In addition to developing into a 
more fastidious beekeeper, Taylor said 
the most compelling reason to produce 
comb honey was the simplicity of the 
equipment. Thinking like a boy, he once 
said, “You only need the pocket knife 
you had as a child.” Certainly, if you are 
considering beekeeping and you are not 
thrilled about the extracting business, 
you need to view the enterprise from the 
comb honey perspective.  ❀

“If you want to make and sell a 
near perfect food and if you want 
the challenge of the most difficult 

sort of beekeeping, then you should 
give it a try.”

Dr. CC Miller, Assembling. 
For sheer delight, read any of Dr CC Miller’s 
books. CC (as the former physician was al-
ways called) wrote the book on comb honey 
beekeeping a hundred years ago.
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As a departure from our usual BC Celebrity Chef Recipe 
feature this issue, we are instead reprinting two recipes from 
a lovely little book put together by one of the rock stars of the 
bee world, Dr. Eva Crane. Think Julia Child with a smoker and 
a hive tool!

Dr. Crane passed away in 
September 2007 at 95 years 
of age. She was a good friend 
with former BC Provincial 
Apiculturist, John Corner who 
left us this past February; he 
too was in his nineties. 

The name of Dr. Eva Crane 
is synonymous the world over 
with bees and beekeeping. 
She was at once author, edi-
tor, archivist, research scientist 
and historian, and possibly the 
most travelled person in pursuit 

of bees that has ever lived. And yet her academic background 
was not in apiculture or biology, but in nuclear physics, for 
which she received her PhD in 1938.

When she married James Crane, a stockbroker then serving 
in the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve in 1942, the couple was 
given a beehive as a wedding gift, as a way to eke out sugar 
rationing. The rest, as they say, is history.

She was a noted authority on the history of beekeeping and 
honey-hunting, including archaeology and rock art in her stud-
ies. She founded one of the leading institutions of the beekeep-
ing world, the International Bee Research Association (IBRA), 
and ran it herself until her 72nd year.

“John Corner recalled a funny incident during his travels 
with Dr. Crane. She was interested and wanted to know about 
nectar plants. She spied some interesting plants during their 
travels from Dawson Creek to Prince George. They stopped the 

car and soon John 
Corner noticed her 
lying on her back 
in the middle of the 
road, photograph-
ing plant scenes. 
Fortunately the 
traffic was light!”

A Honey of a 
Book was dedi-
cated: 

To James Alfred 
Crane – my hus-
band and compan-
ion for thirty-six 
years who died 
before this book 
was published. 
(circa 1980)

We’ve chosen these two recipes, as somehow it’s easy to 
envision either Dr. Crane or John Corner fervently picking 
blackberries, or suddenly stopping in the middle of a road trip 
to drop a fishing line along a river’s bank. 

Blackberry Honey Ice

4 cups  Wild blackberries (can be seedy ones)
2 Apple
1 cup Liquid honey
2 T Lemon juice
1 cup Water
2 Egg whites

Put the blackberries into a saucepan with the water, then the 
cut-up apples, which need not be peeled; the less water you 
can use the thicker the product will be. Cook gently, covered, 
until soft and pulped; when cool, press the mixture through 
a sieve. Stir in the honey and lemon juice. Put in the freezer 
until partly frozen, then fold in the stiffly beaten egg whites. 
Pack into freezer boxes and complete the freezing. To use, 
remove from the freezer say half an hour before serving, with 
ice cream wafers and/or cream if you wish. This amount serves 
eight people.

• 100% Recyclable 
DISPLAY UNITS

• Container LABELS of 
any size or shape 

• Gift set PACKAGING 
for your specialty honey 
collections

Sustaining the Honey 
Bee – Our company 
pledges to donate to 

BC’s Boone Hodgson 

Wilkinson Bee 

Research Fund for 
every order placed by a 

BCHPA Member.
We’re Partners in 

Everyone’s Future! 

Toll free 
1-800-661-3377

www.greatlittlebox.com

email: 

info@greatlittlebox.com.

Richmond, 

Kelowna, Victoria 

and Everett, Wa

Dr. Eva Crane Cooked with Honey!
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Trout with honey and almonds 
(per person)

1 Fresh trout
sprig Fresh thyme
slice Lemon
3 T Blanched almonds (chopped)
1 ½ T butter 
1 T honey
1 T  dry white wine or dry sherry
+ ground black pepper ‘to taste’

Clean as many trout as required, stuff with thyme and 
lemon slice, and lay in a buttered fireproof dish. Over them 
sprinkle the almonds, and black pepper, and scatter dabs of 
butter and honey. Pour the wine over all. Bake uncovered for 
20 – 25 minutes at 425º F. Garnish with more slices of lemon. 
Serve with fresh peas and buttered new potatoes.

Note: Dr. Crane in her usual precise and practical fashion 
provided her recipe ingredients in three columns. One in met-
ric, the next in British measurements, and finally the last in 
USA. For space considerations, we’ve gone with the American 
version.  ❀

T O  L E A R N  M O R E ,  V I S I T  W W W . A P I S T A N . C O M  O R  C A L L  1 - 8 0 0 - 2 6 3 - 2 7 4 0 .

Apistan® anti-varroa mite strips are an essential 
part of any varroa mite control program. 

Apistan®

varroa

varroa

IN YOUR BUSINESS, 
PRECAUTIONS ARE A WAY 

Hardie Honey
PACKAGE BEES • HONEY • WAX • BULK BEES • QUEENS

4035 Robson Road, Duncan BC V9L 6G7
BLAINE & JAN

PH/FAX 250-746-4389
DUAINE  250-748-8471
hardiehoney@shaw.ca

"This is only the second 
example of a negative feed-
back signal ever found in a 
superorganism and is per-
haps the most sophisticated 
example known to date." 

 ~ James Nieh

A biologist at UC San Diego has discovered that honey 
bees warn their nest mates about dangers they encounter 
while feeding with a special signal that's akin to a "stop" 
sign for bees. The discovery, detailed in a paper in the 
February 23, 2010 issue of the journal Current Biology, 
which appears online today, resulted from a series of 
experiments on honey bees foraging for food that were 
attacked by competitors from nearby colonies fighting for 
food at an experimental feeder. The bees that were attacked 
then produced a specific signal to stop nest mates who were 
recruiting others for this dangerous location. Honey bees 
use a waggle dance to communicate the location of food 
and other resources. Attacked bees directed "stop" signals 
at nest mates waggle dancing for the dangerous location.

James Nieh, an associate professor of biology at UCSD 
who conducted the experiments, said this peculiar signal in 
bee communication was known previously by scientists to 
reduce waggle dancing and recruitment to food, but until 
now no one had firmly established a "clear natural trigger" 
for that behavior.

HONEY BEES 
USE

STOP 
SIGNAL 
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I am 
p l e a s e d 
to report 
the CHC 
b o a r d 
m e e t i n g 
this fall 

will be held in conjunction with the 
BCHPA AGM. Delegates to the conven-
tion in Cranbrook will have an opportu-
nity to meet with CHC board members 
to ask questions and discuss issues.

The next CHC AGM will be a North 
American Beekeepers meeting held joint-
ly with American Beekeeping Federation, 
American Honey Producers and the 
Organization of Mexican Beekeepers 
in Galveston Texas, January 4 thru 8, 
2011. This is the first meeting in a three-
year cycle of joint North American bee-
keeper meetings. In 2012, the conference 
will be held in Canada. Board members 
discussed the drawbacks involved in 
holding our AGM outside Canada for 
two consecutive years. However it was 
decided there are significant benefits to 
our industry in attending the meeting in 
Galveston.

Urban beekeeping is enjoying a 
revival. CHC mascot, Pierre the Bear 
recently visited the Apiaries and Bees 
for Communities (ABC) meeting at the 
Calgary zoo where John Gibeau talked 
about beekeepers in the urban environ-
ment. The CHC recommends that new 
beekeepers take a course to get the most 
out of their hobby. A list of introduc-
tory beekeeper courses is offered on 
the CHC website as well as a list of the 
provincial apiary acts and regulations. 
You may have already read about urban 
beekeeping in the  February Hivelights 
magazine? If not, it is available online 
for you.

 A recommendation from the CHC 
hive health committee is that a manual 
be developed for beekeepers. Work has 
begun on a CHC field booklet with 
information on IPM for honey bee dis-
eases and pests. It includes the four 
major honey bee problems – Varroa 
mites, Tracheal mites, American 
Foulbrood AFB and Nosema. With col-

laboration from Canadian Association of 
Professional Apiculturists (CAPA) per-
sonnel, this booklet is expected to be a 
useful tool for managing hive health.

The CHC Hive Health committee 
met in Winnipeg on March 4 to dis-
cuss issues of colony loss and potential 
avenues for research. A national bee 
breeders meeting is recommended and 
the CHC will apply for funding to hold 
this important event. Also under discus-
sion are a national bee breeders’ registry 
and a means of establishing a national 
network of diagnostic laboratories.

CHC has developed a new Honey for 
brochure as part of a long term inter-
national strategy. The pamphlet is now 
available from the CHC office in English 
and Spanish.

In response to member organizations’ 
resolutions, the CHC board of directors 
has decided to hold a stakeholder meeting 
to discuss sources of replacement stock; 
technical advances in shipping healthy 
bees and protocols for the importation of 
package bees. More information will be 
available as the working group develops 
the plan for this important meeting.

Hawaiian queen bee imports have 
resumed but only for this season. The 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
(CFIA) has protocols for inspection for 
honey bee diseases and pests but the 
USDA is challenging the requirement for 
minimum Varroa mite levels.

The import protocols for each country 
can be found on the CFIA website. Enter 
commodity HS code 010690210906 then 
choose the continent, followed by the 
country of interest.

The Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency Office of Animal Biosecurity, 
is developing an on-farm bee biosecu-
rity plan (BeeBAC). The first step is to 
hire contractors to survey beekeepers. In 
consultation with CHC there will be a 
phone survey starting November 2010 to 
establish a baseline of information about 
current on-farm practices.

That is all I have to report for now. 
Hope your bees look good and you have 
a good summer. ❀

 

Canadian Honey 
Council Report

by Ted Hancock
BCHPA Representative
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By Brenda Jager
The Varroa mite is such a devastating pest. Not only does 

it bite into and suck the hemolymph from our bees, the mites 
are also vectors for viruses, bacteria and who knows what. To 
fight the mites, beekeepers are introducing more and more 
chemicals, acids, oils and powders into our hives. All of these 
treatments have some negative effects on our bees. Rather 
than treat all of our hives, some of us monitor the mite levels 
and only treat hives that have mite populations above seasonal 
thresholds.* 

To minimize the negative effects of mites and mite treat-
ments we need to know when to treat and if the treatments have 
worked. Rather than sample bees in jars or cut out brood comb 
to count infestation levels, I recommend the use of a screened 
bottom board. 

Screened bottom boards are noninvasive excellent monitor-
ing devises. Benefits of a screened bottom are:  

• naturally dropping Varroa are removed from the hive
• observation of debris patterns indicate nest size and loca-

tion of the cluster
• debris of wings and legs provides early detection when 

rodents or wasps are beginning to invade
• debris of cappings and pollen show hatch-out and collec-

tion
• some designs provide ventilation for wet regions or for 

when transporting hives
• some designs can be incorporated into pollen trap sys-

tems

Beekeepers must clean the catch tray regularly to be able 
to have a reliable estimate of Varroa infestation. It is more dif-
ficult to read your drops after three days of debris. Also, bee-
keepers need to clean above the screen periodically to ensure 
that debris is not building up and preventing the mites from 
dropping through. In a large hive, I find the bees clean this area 
for me. However, in the winter and in smaller hives there will 
be a buildup of dead bees that block the screen. 

There are many designs and ideas out there for screened 
bottoms. 

• Bee Source plans http://www.beesource.com/build-it-
yourself/ipm-screened-bottom-board/

• University of Guelph plans http://www.ontariobee.com/
index.php?action=display&cat=49&doc=Screened_Bottom_
Board.pdf

When buying or building I recommend you pay attention to 
bee space. The rim spacing between the screen and the bottom 
of the hive box should be 3 to 6 mm (1/4” to 3/8”). Any extra 
space could lead to burr comb or propolis production, which 
may block the screen. Use #8 galvanized or stainless steel 
mesh for the bottom. Acid treatments will eventually weaken 
the galvanized steel or sometimes the screens are punctured 
by hive tools or while stacking - so a design that facilitates 
replacement is a good idea. 

One screen option is an add-on for your old bottom boards. 
Usually a separate frame is built to suspend a screen above 
your old bottom. Many designs provide for an oiled or sticky 
card to be inserted and withdrawn. I recommend this feature or 

‘Builders' Corner’
Screened Bottom Boards for IPM

Example of an ‘add-on’ system where the screen unit sits on the 
original bottom with a polystyrene drop card for easy monitor-
ing.

Three styles of screened bottom boards in use today.

Slider bottom can be completely removed in some climates.
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monitoring will be difficult. (Removing 
the whole hive to see below the screen 
is a heavy and time consuming activity.) 
In this “add-on” system the screen unit 
sits on the original bottom, therefore to 
clean out the space under the screen you 
will need a stick or a long tool to drag 
out the muck. 

There are many materials usable as 
oiled drop cards. I recommend polysty-
rene - a thick white plastic card sold by 
Industrial Paints and Plastics: (www.
ippnet.com) or old election signs that are 
printed only on one side. Both of these 
clean up well if they have been well 
oiled. My favorite oil is soy bean short-
ening. It rubs on in a thin layer and stays 
there to suffocate any mites that fall.

My first poorly designed prototype 
was a box incorporating a screen above 
and a removable back. (see photo) The 
oiled card was easily removed and 
checked and there was a large opening 
for me to clean out the messy build up. 
However, in the wet coastal weather, 
moisture builds up into ponds beneath 
the hives and grows the most disgust-
ing of messes. Also the bees tend to be 
chilled.  

I recommend a design in which the 
whole bottom is a drawer or slider so that 
when it is removed the hive is wide open 
except for the screening. Everything 
dropped onto the board is easily cleaned 
off with a dry wall spatula and there is 
no moisture build up. In warmer areas 
some beekeepers like to fully remove the 
bottom screen except during brood build 
up in the late winter and early spring, or 
when they are monitoring for Varroa. 

So what are the thresholds for treat-
ment? The study “Economic Threshold 
for Varroa on the Canadian Prairies” 
(2008) by Dr. Rob Currie of the University 
of Manitoba (http://www.capabees.com/
main/files/pdf/varroathreshold.pdf) 
states that an infestation of less than 1% 
in the spring (when there is brood) need 
not be treated, however an infestation of 
over 1% will have economic impacts. 
A natural drop of 2 mites in 24 hours is 
over 1%. A drop of 18 mites in 24 hours 
is 3%. In the fall when there is lots of 
brood, an infestation over 3% needs to 
be treated. In the fall when the brood has 
hatched out the infestation needs to be 
above 10 % before treatment. Dr. Currie 
states a 5-6% infestation is 33-43 mites 
per 24 hours. Note – these thresholds are 
for the Canadian Prairies. In my apiaries 
on the mild warm coast, I personally use 
a lower fall threshold. ❀

 MITE WIPE
Safe method for applying formic acid

 to control bee mites in honeybee
colonies

MUNRO HONEY
Telephone (519) 847-5333          Fax (519) 847-5340

E-mail: info@munrohoney.com  
Website:www.munrohoney.com

Also available from Medivet Pharmaceuticals and Beemaid Honey

New and Used 

Storage Tanks for 

Honey, 

Liquid Sucrose 

and more!

Twin Maple Industrial Tanks

We do custom plastic manufacturing and repairs.

Abbotsford, BC

Phone: (604) 854-6776     Toll Free: (800) 663-8898    Fax: (604) 854-3223

E-mail: garry@tmitanks.com        www.tmitanks.com

(April 25, 2010) The Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) has 
announced that a new product for controlling varroa mites (Mite Away Quick 
Strips manufactured by NOD Apiaries in Ontario) cannot be sold under the cur-
rent Note to CAPCO 94-05. The active ingredient in these strips is formic acid 
so beekeepers were hoping PMRA would allow the strips to be sold under the 
current permit (94-05) for liquid formic acid.

 PMRA proposed last year that this temporary permit allowing beekeepers 
to use liquid formic acid be terminated. Their request for public comment on 
this proposal resulted in an overwhelming response from beekeepers stating 
that they need formic acid to control Varroa mites. PMRA has yet to issue a 
reply to this public feedback except to say they will have to cancel the Note to 
CAPCO eventually. CHC has requested a grace period of five years so that our 
industry can work to get liquid formic acid registered for use in Canada. Even 
an extension of five years may not be enough to complete the job. The registra-
tion process would require us to specify exactly how liquid formic would be 
used. This means we would need to specify volumes, concentration, application 
method etc. and have experimental data showing that formic acid is effective at 
controlling mites when applied using this method. A decision from PMRA on 
this matter is expected soon.  

Formic Acid Use For 
Varroa Mite Control Regulations 

In Flux
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Convert a standard bottom board into a screened bottom 
board assembly to monitor and/or reduce varroa mite population 
levels. 

Supplies needed: 
1. # 8 mesh hardware cloth – size 16 1/2” x 19 3/4” 
2. 2 wooden frame pieces – size 19 1/4” x 7/8” x 3/4” each 
3. 2 wooden frame pieces – size 19 1/4” x 1/2” x 3/4 ” each 
4. 1 wooden frame piece – size 16 5/8” x 7/8” x 3/4” 
5. 1 wooden frame piece – size 16 5/8” x 1/2” x 3/4” 
6. Rear opening block, used to seal the area at the back, beneath 
the screened board – 1 wooden piece sized 14 7/8” x 1 1/4” x 
3/4”, bevel top edge 10°(will fit the width of most standard 
bottom boards, it should also fit snuggly from top to bottom) 
7. 1 1/4” galvanized nails 
8. 5/16” staples 
9. 2” galvanized nails 

Approximately 5 feet of 1” x 2” pine (or 1 5/8” x 3/4”) is required 
to complete the construction of one screened bottom board. It is 
suggested that the 19 1/4” (#2, #3) and 16 5/8”(#4, #5) pieces 
be cut to length first and then rip/cut those pieces to the proper 
widths. A piece of masonite, 18” x 14 5/8” x /18” (or to fit the 
bottom board you have) can be used as a tray below the screen 
so that it can be removed and cleaned. The standard bottom 
board will need to be reversed end to end so that the usual 
“entrance” is now at the rear of the hive. The screened bottom 
board will sit on top of the reversed standard bottom board, 
with the bees entering at the front of the assembly. Cutting the 
standard bottom board to 20" in length is recommended so that 
it is flush with the brood chamber. This prevents water from 
accumulating in the hive and extends the lifespan of the bottom 
board. 
Assembly: Join the 7/8” side pieces to the 7/8” end piece 
(pieces #2, #4) (do not nail) and staple the hardware cloth 
to this 7/8” frame. Place the 1/2” frame on the screen in the 
opposite orientation as the 7/8” frame (Fig. 1) and nail it to the 
78” frame with 1 1/4” nails. Use two 1 1/4” nails at overlapping 
joints to prevent racking. Keep the screen taut and the frame 
square during assembly. Drive two 2” nails into pre-drilled 
holes at the ends of the 7/8” (#4) part of the frame to secure the 
16 5/8” piece to 19 1/4” sides

Back 
#6 

Screened Bottom Board

Everything You Need for Making Candles and Soap!

Wick * Silicone & Metal Molds * Dyes * Beeswax Sheets * Soy Wax
See our online product catalogue for helpful candle making info:

We accept PayPal
Ph 604-294-1232 or 1-800-940-1232       www.wicksandwax.com 

2565 Eastbrook Parkway, Burnaby, opposite Costco off Willingdon & Hwy 1

K e t t l e  V a l l e y  Q u e e n s

4880 WELL ROAD • GRAND FORKS, B.C. V0H 1H5

Queens ~ April - September            Nucs ~ April - June
Elizabeth & Terry Huxter  (250) 442-5204   Email: lizandterry@gmail.com

Breeding sustainable stock today for a brighter future

Phone 250-499-2555

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
2098 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, BC V0X 1C2

Blair & Cheryl Tarves
QUEENS • NUCS
BREEDING STOCK
April 15 - Sept. 15

Design and plans compliments of Paul Kelly and 
The University of Guelph

Figure 1 – Three sections of the screened 
bottom board arranged for assembly

Join 16 5/8” piece 
to 19 1/4” sides

Join 16 5/8” piece 
to 19 1/4” sides

Figure 2 - 
Screened bottom board with nails in the ends of the 
7/8” parts

Figure 3 - Sticky board 
positioned on a tray below 
the screened bottom board

Front Top 7/8” 
(#2, #4)

Hardware cloth Bottom 1/2”
 (#3, #5)
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By John Ferris, Ferris Fencing

Some helpful hints to maximise the best out of your electric 
fence system:

 1.  Pick a site for the hives that has suitable grounding pos-
sibilities.  Avoid sandy areas or gravel beds.  The light coloured 
sands generally give poor grounding - aim for the “red oxide 
look”.

 2.  An electric fence tester (not a household current mul-
timeter) is essential to check the voltage at the controller, out 
on the hot wires and also to make sure the ground rods are 
sufficient.

 3.  Grounding:  Go to the hives site with a number of rods 
and connect in series as required.  You do not want to have 
any voltage reading on the ground rods.  This will drain your 
system and shorten your battery life.  You want to transfer that 
voltage from the ground rods to the hot wires.  Use similar 
metals namely galvanise and stainless steel so you do not get 
galvanic reaction which would occur with copper - (i.e. the 
black and green deposits one sees on electrical connections.)

 4.  Grounding difficulties can be overcome by using a fence 
return system.

 5.  It is very important when installing wires or nets to keep 
everything ‘tight’.  Slack wires or nets give poor electrical 
paths and needless to say, indicate improperly installed posts.

 6.  What type of energiser can be used when 110v. is not 
available?  Solar is the most popular but if vandalism, theft 
etc. is a problem then one might want to consider a battery-
operated unit.  These can be hidden, say, in a hive.  If the units 
run on a separate battery i.e. battery not installed in the actual 
unit casing, install the separate battery on rubber and if a wet 
cell type, allow for venting.  The smaller, battery operated units 
such as Yellow Jackets and the Pel 5 are very efficient, easy 
to install but the grounding has to be working well.  I cannot 
emphasize it enough - the most important tool is a fence tester  
- You can’t build electric fence properly without one!

 7.  Create a minor short on the fence line - this can be 
checked with tester.  A short can be achieved with an air gap. 
The current has to jump across creating a ticking/sparking, 
which will alert animals that there is something different in the 
area, which sounds and looks threatening to them.  At night-
time the sound really travels and alerts bears etc. that there is 
something amiss in the area - this is perplexing to them and 
they will most likely turn away from the sound.  ❀

Portable Electric Systems 
 Electric nets complete with posts
General Farm • Equine Specialists

Wildlife Exclusion

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENTS

FERRIS FENCING
 Toll free 1-800-665-3307  Tel. 250-757-9677 Fax:250-757-9670

 info@ferrisfencing.com  www.ferrisfencing.com

Battery & Solar 
Fence Controllers

The Ultimate In 
Power!

From New Zealand
The little battery 
power unit which 

packs the greatest 
punch!

The “ultimate” diagnostic 
tool to find faults fast!

Pakton Probe

Little Demon

NEW 
Dual-Purpose 110v./12v. 

battery Advanced 
‘Patriot’ 

Low Impedance 
Chargers

Sun Scorpion

You can still see the solar panels inside of this damaged beeyard, 
obviously something went very wrong!  photo - Marcel Desponds

Hives after the bear flung them around Marcel’s Williams Lake 
beeyard in September 2009  photo - Marcel Desponds

Electric Fencing – Getting It Right From The Start
Improperly installed fences can be costly 

– for beekeeper, bees, and for opportunistic bears that are often destroyed if they gain access to apiaries.
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The BCHPA hosted the first Integrated 
Pest Management IPM workshop for 
beekeepers on March 14 following the 
semi-annual meeting in Kamloops. With 
70 beekeepers in attendance for the full 
day of presentations, there was great 
participation and lots of questions for 
the speakers. The winner of the early 
bee draw for two VSH queens from 
Kettle Valley Queens was BCHPA mem-
ber Cynthia Ridler of Terrace who will 
receive her new queens in June.

The workshop evaluations were enthu-
siastically filled out and the comments 
indicated that most participants felt that 
their knowledge of IPM and their ability 
to apply methods were improved. Many 
participants identified several techniques 
that they intend to implement or be 
more vigilant in applying. Some great 
suggestions for future workshops were 
submitted.

Speakers included Dr. Ibrahim from 
BeaverLodge speaking on Nosema 
Ceranae; Rob Krag-Hansen of Iotron 
Industries describing the benefits of elec-
tronic beam cleansing; Kootenay Bee 
Inspector, Lance Cuthill with a variety 
of Varroa mite monitoring methods and 
their value in determining mite levels; 
Bee Breeder and Inspector, Brenda Jager 
provided practical pointers on the use and 
features of her favourite bottom boards; 
Bee Breeder, Liz Huxter delivered an 
effervescent presentation on Varroa sen-
sitive hygiene VSH traits in queens and 
Dr. Marta Guarna reviewed the progress 
of the APIS project at UBC.

A special thanks goes out to Ian 

Farber and his crew for organizing the 
meeting room and lunch, and to Liz and 
Terry Huxter (Kettle Valley Queens) for 
the donation of the two VSH Queens.

Two workshops on queen rearing that 
are part of the IPM workshop series are 
sold out and will go ahead in Williams 
Lake and Langley later this spring. There 
is still room available in Comox and 
Castlegar on Sunday May 16. These are 
open to ALL beekeepers.

The British Columbia Honey Producers 
Association wishes to acknowledge the 
support of the Agri-Foods Futures Fund, 
Beekeeping Development Initiative and 
the following organizations for making 
these workshops possible: Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada, the BC Ministry 
of Agriculture and Lands, and the 
Investment Agriculture Foundation of 

BC. Sponsorship was also provided 
by APIS Project University of British 
Columbia, Iotron Industries Canada Inc. 
and Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.  ❀

Technologies Corporation

1425 Kebet Way

Port Coquitlam, BC   V3C 6L3

Tel:  604 945-8838    Fax:  604 945-8827

e-mail:  rkhansen@iotron.com

www.iotron.com

Please contact Iotron for more information:

Iotron provides a solution for today’s bee colony problems.  Iotron’s treatment 

program provides apiculturists with a cost effective and environmentally 

friendly solution for managing common beehive contaminants.  Iotron’s electron 

beam irradiation processing 

treatment is proven effective 

for treating comb, pollen 

and wax, Iotron’s processing 

method penetrates through 

materials like an X-ray, 

yielding superior results 

allowing beekeepers to 

reduce or eliminate the 

use of antibiotics and other 

interventions in the field.  

Iotron’s electron beam irradiation processing technology is an advanced tool 

for working on today’s complex issues.

ISO 9001:2000 Quality System

Hive Contamination Management

Integrated Pest Management in Kamloops

Queen Breeder, Liz Huxter (right) discuss-
ing the logistics of using bottom boards for 
nuc boxes.  Photo~ Pauline Thompson

“You can become blind by seeing 

each day as a similar one. Each day 

is a different one, each day brings a 

miracle of its own. It's just a matter 

of paying attention to this miracle.”

 - Paulo Coelho
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Eulogy
- in the abbreviated 
words of Dr. John 
Boone

I am honoured to 
have been invited to 
deliver a eulogy for 
John Corner. I also 
felt some apprehen-
sion about doing this 
until I referred to the 
dictionary definition 
of eulogy - “a speech 
or writing in praise 
of someone”. When I 
read that I felt at ease, 
for it is not difficult 
to express praise for 

John Corner, or “our Johnnie” as my mother referred to him. 
My contact with John began through my father in 1950 

about the time John became Provincial Apiarist. My father had 
been a part-time bee inspector with John’s predecessor, William 
Turnbull, and when John took over the position they developed 
a special bond, even though my Dad was old enough to be his 
father! John became close to both of my parents.

A feature article about John appeared in Western Living in 
the late 1970’s entitled “The Two Sides of John Corner”. It is a 
warm account of the man and focuses on his apiculture career 
and his archeological work with pictographs of the first nations 
people. But, as well written as the article is, “two sides” is too 
restrictive. He had so many sides: he was also a military man, 
a boxer (did you know that he won the Bantamweight All 
Services Title while in the army?), a Rotarian, a curler, a musi-
cian, an insect collector… one could go on and on. So, if one 
knew John from the perspective of beekeepers one might not 
know of his military career, and if one knew him as a fellow 
member of the Canadian Legion, one might not know of his 
contribution to archeology. 

John was a keen observer of nature with a sense of wonder 
about the world about him. It was this sense of wonder that 
drew him to studying and documenting Indian pictographs in 
the Okanagan and the Kootenays, culminating in his publica-
tion ”Pictographs in the Interior of B.C.” (Now a valuable 
book to own.) 

One of John’s greatest strengths was how he connected with 
people  — whether a hobbyist beekeeper or one with a com-
mercial operation, whether an urban dweller or someone who 
lived out in the country. And his contacts were not limited to 
North America  —they included Europe, Asia, Africa, South 
America, as well as the countries “down under”. 

He is remembered for his foresight, good judgement, con-
sidered opinions and dedication to the bee industry. His contri-
butions to B.C. beekeeping are now legendary:                                        

The Beemaster’s course he convinced the UBC Extension 

department to initiate in conjunction with the Ministry of 
Agriculture continues today, now at SFU. With the assistance 
of Leo Fuhr of Vernon, he developed 4-H bee clubs for young 
beekeepers. The publications from his Vernon office ranged 
from government bulletins to folksy newsletters to beekeepers 
to more formal advisory papers on various aspects of beekeep-
ing.

He initiated a bee breeding program in BC by convincing 
many to volunteer their services to get things started, and even-
tually secured funding. His vision was to breed a line of bees 
specially suitable for BC, and from this beginning has evolved 
an active BC Bee Breeders Association.

John attended as many field days and bee club meetings 
as possible. He was not known for his punctuality, and stories 
would be swapped about his tardiness. Yet, he was always 
forgiven. Someone said: “He had a great blend of socializing 
mixed along with bee science”. At beekeeping conventions 
he was capable of staying up half the night playing his guitar 
(with some libation), then the following day critique a scien-
tific presentation.

I will relate one story told many times in our household: 
John and my Dad spent many happy days together search-
ing out pictograph sites. On one occasion they were on a bee 
inspection trip to the Kootenays and while driving along the 
Kootenay River John suddenly pulled over, got out, and with 
his sketchbook and other paraphernalia he disappeared over 
the bank with the explanation that he was going to check out 
a site. This was at about 10 a.m. and my father was of an age 
that he was not inclined to scramble down a river bank and 
he expected John to return in half an hour or so. Well, the 
hours ticked by, a rainstorm came and went, and no Johnnie. 
It wasn’t clear if he had gone up the river or down the river, 
and my Dad got very worried - but much as though Johnnie 
had been a son, that concern changed to a feeling of relief 
mixed with just being plain mad at him when he returned as the 
sun was setting behind the hill at about 4:00 p.m.! There was 
silence for the rest of the day, silence over supper, and silence 

John Corner and Harvey Boone, taken in the 1960's when they 

had just returned from spending the day on dusty tracks in an 

open Jeep of  my father, searching for pictograph sites.

John Corner, Former British Columbia Apiculturist
September 8, 1919 - February 26, 2010

Shared memories excerpted from tributes by three friends
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as they got their motel. But the next day 
all was well again and the two pals were 
back at inspecting bees and searching 
out pictographs.

I spoke to a woman yesterday who 
has been a beekeeper for 20 years and 
knew of John’s contributions, but was 
unaware of his work with beekeepers 
in third world countries beginning in 
the early 1970‘s. While on these proj-
ects he was always mindful of how he 
could apply his knowledge and skills 
in the context of the local people who 
had a long tradition of keeping bees and 
harvesting honey. He later did similar 
work in Nicaragua, Peru, Bolivia, and 
Bangladesh. 

Before his achievements in the world 
of beekeeping and his work on picto-
graphs, John had distinguished himself 
in the military and was awarded the 
Order of the British Empire. 

John was a man of many interests 
and talents and, as his family can attest, 
he was a collector of many things! A 
visitor to his office or home one might 
see a jar housing a particular beetle, an 
eagle feather kept to remind him of some 
outing, a hornet’s nest, a rock tumbler, 
photos he had taken of a bird or a but-
terfly, pieces of native art from Africa, 
and many books inscribed with personal 
messages from the authors. 

Well, I have tried to create a portrait 
of a man with many accomplishments 
who remained humble in spite of all of 
the recognitions bestowed upon him - 
too many to recite here. 

Over the years when acquaintances 

would make some reference to his var-
ied interests and the time he devoted to 
them, he would reply, “I shall pass this 
way but once”. One of the people he had 
said this to is Lew Truscott, a friend and 
beekeeper in Creston who some time 
later ran across the full quotation: 

“I shall pass this way but once, Any 

good thing therefore that I can do for 
my fellow man, Let me do it now, Let it 
neither be neglected nor deferred, For I 
shall not pass this way again.”

Friends, that was our Johnnie! ❀
~ John Boone        

Executive meeting of BCHPA Regional Representatives from 1950. This was the first 
attended by John Corner.  John is in front row, 3rd from the right. His predecessor, Wil-
liam Turnbull is also in the front row, 3rd from the left. Back then they were the Execu-
tive, and they met once or twice a year.  Larger meetings for all of the membership were 
developed shortly after that. Many of the various Divisions were very strong, and sent 
their Reps to meet as a central body.

From Carolyn McGhee, Prince George 

When my late husband Jack started 
beekeeping in 1967, he joined the local 
beekeepers’ club to find out how to do 
it, and we soon met John.  I remember 
him as the itinerant friend to all BC 
beekeepers:

visiting clubs and field days, sup-
porting and encouraging, enthusing 
about honey tasting (“that one grabs 
you just as you swallow it”), going to 
potlucks, enjoying parties.  Wally and 
Susan Steidle told me in the early 70’s 
they were given some used beekeeping 
equipment, so they decided to attend a 
three-day course on beekeeping given 
by John at the local College of New 
Caledonia.  After that they felt quite con-
fident that they could do it!  Often when 
John passed through Prince George, he 

would stay with us, which was fun.  On 
one occasion he brought the great Eva 
Crane with him. That was a very special 
and interesting event.

At the same time John was chasing 
down and cataloguing pictographs made 
by the aboriginal people. He meticu-
lously copied the images, discovered 
what was known about their meaning, 
and published at least one book on the 
subject.

John traveled to under-developed 
countries such as Uganda, Bolivia and 
Peru to help local beekeepers. He sent 
back postcards written in his tiny writ-
ing — no one could get so much infor-
mation on a postcard!  I remember 
him being very excited when he met 
African bees in Africa!

John was a true friend to all bee-
keepers and I shall miss him. ❀
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An excerpt from former Provincial Apiculture Specialist Doug 
McCutcheon’s upcoming history book.

John Corner was Provincial Apiarist for nearly 35 years. 
Before his appointment in October 1950, beekeeping in BC 
was largely a hobby or sideline activity, although there were 
a few full-time commercial operations with several hundred 
hives. John played a leading role in developing beekeeping 
into an important industry.

John Corner was born September 8, 1919 in Ladysmith 
and attended elementary school in North Vancouver and high 
school in Nelson and Creston. He first noticed honey bees 
when neighbours in Nelson had a few hives. When he was 12, 
he was hired by Ron Stace-Smith, a beekeeper at Creston who 
operated about 150 hives, to watch over his hives during the 
swarming season. When a colony swarmed and settled John 
captured it in a box and noted which hive the swarm came 
from so Stace-Smith could hive the bees on combs or unite 
the swarm back to the original hive after destroying the queen 
cells in the hive. 

Although he was not a big man, John was strong and ath-
letic. In 1939, he joined the Canadian Armed Forces and was 
stationed in Kamloops with the Rocky Mountain Rangers. 
When the unit moved to New Westminster they marched all 
the way from Kamloops. John was with the Allied forces sent 
to retake Kiska, an Aleutian Island south-west of Alaska which 
had been occupied by the Japanese. (In 1943 a Japanese sub-
marine shelled a lighthouse in North Vancouver and there were 
blackouts in Vancouver.) The forces scrambled down nets from 
the ship to the landing craft that would take them to the beach. 
In one huge wave two men went overboard loaded down with 
gear and would have drowned, but John went in after them and 
pulled both to safety. He was awarded the Order of the British 
Empire (OBE). The Japanese had evacuated the island and the 
Rocky Mountain Rangers occupied the cold, barren, windy 
island all winter to prevent the Japanese from returning. 

John joined the Calgary Highlanders in combat in Belgium 
and Holland to drive the Germans out. As one of the liberators 
of Holland, he returned several times to celebrate with the 
Dutch. 

In 1946 John became an apiarist at Prince George 
Experimental Farm where he established a testing and dem-
onstration apiary and conducted pollination research on alsike 
seed production. In 1950 he joined the BC Department of 
Agriculture and later that year became Provincial Apiarist. 
The most important job of the Provincial Apiarist was to con-
trol American foulbrood disease (AFB). John dispensed sulfa 
drugs for AFB control from his office and as new medications 
came on-stream he made sure they were included in the recom-
mendations and the methods of application were made clear. 
The bee disease inspection program was kept up to date with 
training courses and good supervision and John appointed new 
inspectors who were expected to provide information on bee 
disease recognition at training courses and field days.

John developed a Bee Masters course at the Extension 
Department of the University of British Columbia to educate 
beekeepers on modern practices. He also began to educate both 
beekeepers and growers on the care and protection of hives 
placed in orchards for pollination. 

John spread the education net, working with younger bee-
keepers, 4-H Bee Clubs and high schools. He developed a 
major extension program of field days, courses, and demon-
strations and prepared a large volume of bulletins and other 

extension materials, as 
well as Apiary Branch 
newsletters and advis-
ory papers over the 
years. He authored or 
co-authored fifteen 
scientific papers. 

John always had 
time to spend with new 
beekeepers. Ted Kay 
recalls his first visit to 
John Corner’s office: 
“We spoke of tiny 
bees in India, sting-
less bees in Mexico, 
the migration of bees 
from Europe to North 
America.  We pulled 
books off shelves and 
the afternoon drifted 
away.”  Corner then 
made the startling suggestion that Ted become an inspector! 
He did.

John’s work abroad began in 1973 with a beekeeping pro-
ject in Kenya, Africa, funded by CIDA. Dr. Mark Winston, 
SFU, describes Corner’s outlook: “He saw things from a broad 
perspective and his career was highlighted by a distinct vision 
of an international beekeeping fraternity.” Ten years later, 
he resigned from the BC Ministry of Agriculture to work on 
beekeeping projects  in Uganda, Nicaragua, Peru, Bolivia and 
Bangladesh.  

Mann Lake Ltd.
Woodland, CA

800-880-7694
www.mannlakeltd.com

Friendly Service 
Quality Products
Mann Lake Ltd. is here to serve all 

your supply and feeding needs.

800-880-7678
Hackensack, MN

♦  Woodenware
♦  Extracting  Equipment
♦  Containers & Labels
♦  Medications
♦  Protective Clothing
♦  Feeds
♦  Queen Rearing
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Michael S. Molnar, Agent
106-3101 Highway 6, Vernon

Insurance@shaw.ca
(250)542-6300

Toll free: 1-888-BUY-COOP 
(289-2667)

Orchard Valley 
Insurance Agencies

Need Farm Insurance? I can help.
When it comes to your farm, you need the right coverage 
at the right price. I’d like the opportunity to earn your busi-
ness with friendly knowledgeable service and competitive 
rates. Just give me a call or drop by to see me.

Largest 100% Canadian multi-product insurer.

Home   Autoplan   Investments   Group   Business   Farm   Travel

You can apply to the program 
by downloading the application form from the 

BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com 
Or contact:  Duaine Hardie:

2810 Fairfield St., Duncan, BC V9L 6B9 
Email: hardiehoney@shaw.ca 

Tel: 250-748-8471

The Certified Producer program is designed to assist 
BCHPA members sell their products by providing 

special labeling that customers will come to recognize 
as representing high quality honey, exclusively 

produced by local beekeepers.

BCHPA Certified Producer Program

Certified Producer:  
Registered 

Producers Only:  
Labels can now 

be purchased
separately 

$0.02 each 
for the lid seal 

and $0.02 
each for the 

100% BC hex label 
or $0.03 for both.  

All labels are in rolls of 2,000.  
Lid seals are now individually numbered for lot tracking.
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West Coast Bee 
Supplies

All Your Basic Beekeeping Needs:

- Apistan Strips
- Fumagilin B
- Menthol Boards
- Hive Boxes
- Bee Suits and much more

Bob Fisher
Phone 604-272-1921    Fax 604-272-1928

Email:  bluebob@shaw.ca

Store Address:
9351 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.

Mailing Address:
9311 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.
V6W 1E5

- Formic Acid
- Oxytet 25
- Bee Pro
- CheckMite

John was a Charter Member, President and Secretary 
of the Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturists 
(CAPA), and secretary-treasurer of the BCHPA for sixteen 
years.  He was a member of the Canadian Honey Council, the 
BC Entomological Society, the BC Institute of Agrologists, 
and the Canadian Institute of Agrologists. He received the 
International Federation of Beekeepers Award of Excellence at 
Apimondia ’99 Congress XXXVI in Vancouver in September 
1999.

John was a charter member of the Canadian Rock Art 
Research Associates, an organization dedicated to the record-
ing and preservation of Indian rock carvings and rock paint-
ing sites. He carried out extensive studies of North American 
Indian pictographs. 

 John Corner married Dora (Dodie) during the war. They 
raised three children, Marion, Gary, and Cindy, now grown 
and leading successful lives. John and Dodie built a house at 
Okanagan Lake near Vernon which provided the family with 
much enjoyment. ❀

Queens, Nucs, Package Bees

Sol Nowitz & Dori Mowbray 250-753-9619
2262 East Wellington Rd.,  Nanaimo, BC  V9R 6V8

JINGLEPOT APIARIES

jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
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Submitted by Jo-Anne Stoltz, PhD, RCC
Adjunct Professor, University of Victoria
Photos by David Pettigrew, 
Story Tours Media

A program aimed at teaching bee-
keeping to the homeless is underway on 
a farm outside Victoria, BC. In 2009, the 
Creating Homefulness Society acquired 
193 acres of farm land in Central 
Saanich, just north of Victoria, and is 
launching a therapeutic program mod-
eled after a world class community in 
Italy called San Patrignano (http://www.

sanpatrignano.org/?q=en). Woodwynn 
Therapeutic Community Farm is 193 
acres of prime farm land that will even-
tually house up to 100 formerly home-
less people, who will live and work at 
the farm for about three years each. With 
this model, people struggling with addic-
tions and mental health problems go 
from the street to living in a community, 
where they work and receive the help 
they need to go on to gainful employ-
ment. There is no fee charged to people 
or their families, and very little if any 
government funding utilized. Instead, 
the community produces goods—and in 
the case of San Patrignano, world class 
goods such as wines, wool, cheese, show 
horses, etc.—in order to support itself. 

The plan at Woodwynn is to grow 
organic vegetables and fruits for sale 
and for consumption by the commu-
nity, and to develop other products and 
services as well. The farm’s residents 
will receive mental health and addic-
tions support from counsellors who will 
work with them side by side in the 

gardens and orchards, mending fences, 
restoring buildings, and so on. They 
will also receive educational upgrading, 
vocational training, and support in their 
third year for transitioning back into the 
community—including a job and hous-
ing. There are therapeutic communities 
throughout the world, and peer mentor-
ship is a fundamental part of the pro-
gram, reflected in the motto “Only you 
can do it, but you can’t do it alone.” The 
programs are based on responsibility, 
dignity, independence and the principles 
of peer-to-peer help.

As a registered clinical counsellor, I 
have been part of the volunteer therapy 
advisory team at Woodwynn since sum-
mer 2009. I am also a novice beekeeper, 
and have initiated a ‘therapeutic bee-
keeping program’ there as well. The aim 
of this program is to engage Woodwynn 
participants in the art of beekeeping as 
part of the farm’s innovative, holistic 
approach to therapy. A group of volun-
teer beekeepers—led by an experienced 
head apiarist—is mentoring participants 
in caring for the hives and harvesting 
honey and wax. The idea of beekeep-
ing as ‘therapy’ is that beekeeping can 
provide an opportunity for participants 
to cultivate mindfulness and relaxed 
awareness, as working with bees gives 
us immediate feedback about our actions 
and stress level. Based on the informal 
survey I’ve been conducting, many bee-
keepers say that simply being around the 
bees—the fragrance, the hum of a happy 
hive, the sight of the bees in flight on 
a sunny day—is a powerful antidote to 
stress. And participants will learn, as I 
have in the past few years, that keeping 
bees redirects one’s attention to the natu-
ral environment in a new way—what’s 
blooming now, when does this nectar 
flow end and another begin... what does 
a bees’ yearly calendar consist of and 
how can I integrate my beekeeping prac-
tice with it? 

The volunteer mentors are all mem-
bers of the Victoria beekeeping club 
(the Capital Region Beekeeper’s 
Association). The group is comprised of 
both experienced and novice beekeepers 
who all share a love of bees and bee-
keeping, and who want to utilize their 
knowledge and passion in support of the 
Woodwynn vision. The lead apiarist for 
the first summer of the program will be 

master beekeeper David Bird, assisted 
by our team of volunteers. 

Starting with two hives, the program 
will mentor participants in building the 
number of colonies, understanding the 
role of bees as important pollinators in 
the overall ecology of Woodwynn Farm 
and surrounding area, and in harvesting 
bee products. Honey will be collected 
for use in cooking at the farm as well as 
for sale. Products utilizing honey as an 
ingredient can also be developed, such 
as salad dressings and sauces. Beeswax 
can be collected and made into candles, 
wood polish, lip balms and hand creams. 
And of course, participants will learn 

how to assemble the hive boxes and 
frames, and how to manage pests and 
diseases. We’ve set up a work room in 
the back of one of the barns near the api-
ary, and are slowly collecting tools and 
equipment. 

Financing the program’s start up costs 
has also been part of the volunteer effort. 
On April 22nd, we’re holding ‘Just Bee 
Cause’, a by-donation dinner with music 
and door prizes at a local restaurant. 
And on May 29th, Victoria’s ‘Day of 
the Honey Bee’, we will be hosting bee 
expert Dr. Mark Winston at the farm, 
along with a workshop and musical fam-
ily entertainment. 

Anyone interested in hearing more 
about the Woodwynn beekeeping pro-
gram, or contributing in any way, is 
welcome to contact me at jstoltz@shaw.
ca or by phone at 250-882-9660. More 
information about Woodwynn Farm can 
be found at http://www.creatinghomeful-
ness.org/.  ❀

Woodwynn Farm’s Therapeutic Beekeeping Program

Woodwynn Farms beekeeping program 
volunteers, from left to right: Andrea Da-
vis, Richard LeBlanc (Woodwynn Farms 
Executive Director), Adaline O'Gorman, 
Jo-Anne Stoltz, and Sharon Bolton.

Opening Up The Hive, David Bird and Jo-
Anne Stoltz check Woodwynn Farm's new 
colonies with volunteers looking on.
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Ash Apiaries
Custom packed

“Creamed Honey”

• Any size or amount
• Your honey or ours
• Labeled
• Palletized and shrink wrapped

Call Bryan, Grant or Brent
Tel: 204-548-2036
Fax: 204-548-2112

www.ashapiaries.com

 – notes excerpted from Ron Miksha’s blog 
www.badbeekeeping.com

February 26, 2010: Earthquake. Last 
week, I asked my friend Rodrigo what 
would happen to Chile’s beehives - perched 
up on stilts - if there would be a big earth-
quake. I’d felt tremors for a few days, and 
I knew there had not been a big shake 
in years. As a geophysicist, I guess I’m 
inordinately tuned into to the earthquake 
frequency. Or infrequency, as has been the 
case along Chile’s Pacific coast. (It had 
been 50 years since the last ‘big one’.) I 
escaped the 2010 earthquake - by a few days - and now the 
lithosphere is settling (though the earth’s axis has tilted a bit 
more) for a while. This was one of the most powerful seismic 
events in our lives, but we can take a deep breath and be glad 
that the destruction was limited. Deaths - and there were hun-
dreds - would have been in the tens of thousands in a poorer, 
less careful country. But Chile has led the way in designing 
shake-proof homes and towers. Older buildings - built without 
codes in earlier centuries - were damaged and downed. But 
Santiago was barely affected. Modern buildings are standing 
tall.

But what of the bees? Most Chilean hives are sit high on 
greased stilts to prevent ants from invading the bee nests. 

Some beekeepers secure their hives 
with hooks and ties so they can’t fall 
to the ground. Such was the safety-
conscious choice of the owner of the 
apiary shown in the photo to your 
right. But not all beekeepers do things 
this carefully. My guess is that a lot of 
apiaries ended up on the ground and a 
lot of beekeepers spent days picking 
up and cleaning up. Undoubtedly, a lot 
of wrecked equipment and dead bees 
resulted from this nightmare.

And what about the wine cellars? 
Even more disastrous than a few thousand unkempt hives 
(at least in the minds of some consumers) are the shattered 
Chilean wine bottles. According to an article in the Santiago 
Times, 125 million litres of wine bottles were shattered. That’s 
12% of Chile’s annual billion litres of production. With these 
comments on bees and wines, I don’t mean to trivialize the 
deaths and destruction caused by this whopper of an earth-
quake (8.8 is almost as high as the scale goes). 

Some have asked, “What can I do to help?” Chile is a rela-
tively wealthy country. You should send your dollars to Haiti, 
but you might want to buy Chilean products and travel to the 
place. This will help the Chileans more than anything else. ❀

What of Haiti and Chile’s Earthquakes?

Chilean Apiary Hives Kept 
on Anti-Ant Stands
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Spring IPM Workshops
Registration Form

One-Day Integrated Pest Management 
Workshops

$30 registration fee 
includes reference materials and lunch

COMOX                May 16
CASTLEGAR       May 16

The BC Honey Producers’ Association is hosting five Integrated Pest Management (IPM) workshops this 
spring. Space is limited. The educational workshops will provide beekeepers with a forum for discussions 

with, and access to qualified professionals.

The objectives of the workshops are:

• To educate beekeepers in the most current integrated 
pest management strategies in order to reduce the 
dependency on chemicals and drugs to increase colony 
survival.

• To improve the efficacy of various control products 
which will contribute to improved food safety and 
quality.

The British Columbia Honey Producers Association wishes to acknowledge the support of the Agri-Food Futures Fund, Beekeeping Industry Develop-
ment Initiative and the following organizations for making these workshops possible: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, the B.C. Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Lands, and the Investment Agriculture Foundation of B.C. Sponsorship was also provided by APIS Project University of British Columbia, 
Iotron Industries Canada Inc., and Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

Name  ____________________________________________

Address  __________________________________________

City  ______________________________________________

Postal Code   _______________________________________

Phone  (           )  ____________________________________

Email  ____________________________________________

Location of Workshop (s) 

___________________________________________

Workshop (s) Fee  ____________________

Mail with cheque to:
BCHPA 2010 Workshops
PO Box 1650
Comox, BC V9M 8A2

• To provide beekeepers with improved management 
systems that will be more effective and environmentally 
sustainable.

• To educate beekeepers in the production of optimum food 
quality so that they may increase their marketing and income 
potential.

Be the Best 
   Beekeeper 
     You Can Be

   Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920

Open to
 all Beekeepers
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  As reviewed by Ted Hancock for our BCHPA members
 Here is a short review of federal programs we have gone 
through in recent years. We started off with NISA (you can 
decide what that might have stood for). In NISA a farmer was 
eligible to deposit money into his/her NISA account based on 
his/her yearly income. The federal government then matched 
this money 100% and paid a nice interest rate on the combined 
total. The idea was that the farmer would then withdraw money 
on years their income dropped. But farmers used their NISA 
accounts as a golden nest egg, which they kept putting money 
into and they never seemed to take any out. So the government 
axed NISA and everyone had to close their accounts and buy 
new pickups.

It was replaced by the Canadian Agricultural Income 
Stabilization program (CAIS).  CAIS also involved a savings 
account but it overcorrected for the mistakes made in the NISA 
program. No one ever seemed eligible to put any money into 
their accounts so CAIS was also axed. Starting with the 2007 
program year, the coverage previously provided by the CAIS 
program was provided by two new programs: AgriInvest 
and AgriStability. AgriInvest is a savings account program 
available to help producers manage smaller declines in their 
farming income. Producers make a deposit based on allowable 
sales; governments make a matching deposit. Producers can 
withdraw from the accounts at their discretion.

AgriStability protects producers against larger declines in 
their net farming income due to market conditions, production 
loss, or increased costs of production. AgriStability is designed 
to stabilize farming income. To stabilize farming income, 
AgriStability compares a participant’s current year margin to 
their reference margin. Payments are generated when a partici-
pant’s current year margin decline is greater than 15 percent of 
their reference margin. The reference margin is determined by 
averaging a producer’s five previous years of income.

AgriStability is a Federal Provincial program cost shared 
60:40. AgriStability used to be delivered by Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada but as of 2009 is delivered by the BC 
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. It is not an insurance pro-
gram. There is a nominal enrolment fee at $4.50 per $1000 
of reference margin. This only covers a very small portion of 
the program payment costs. An insurance scheme completely 
funds claims with premiums.

AgriInvest deposits are not based on a reference margin but 

commodity sales. The interest earned is similar to a normal 
savings account; NISA had an interest bonus. AgriStability 
support is based on a reference margin.

Interim payments are a regular feature of AgriStability. The 
application deadline for 2009 is March 31, 2010. You must be 
enrolled in 2009 AgriStability.

Now that the BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands is 
delivering AgriStability, the Ministry has program specialists 
available to help and advise producers. A producer can reach 
the specialist for their area by calling the new toll free line 
1-877-343-2767. ❀

AgriInvest and AgriStability 

GloryBee
Beekeeping Supplies

GloryBee carries a wide selection of beekeeping 

supplies for everyone from the hobbyist 

beekeeper to the professional.  Shop with us 

online or request our FREE

108-page catalog today.

Equipment  ◆  Tools  ◆  Containers 

Books  ◆  Gifts  ◆  HoneyStix  ◆  Royal Jelly 

Bee Pollen  ◆  Propolis

Family Owned & Operated since 1975

www.GloryBeeFoods.com  • (800) 456-7923

Van Isle Apiaries 
and Bee Products

Grant Stringer 
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca

Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

NUCS • QUEENS 
PACKAGES

Comprehensive Insurance Package

For your Free quote, 
call Dave Ebner today !!!
Phone (604) 826-3624

Toll Free 1-877-326-3624 
Fax (604) 820-0650 

email: mission@jmins.com

Johnston Meier Insurance 
Agencies Ltd. 

356-32555 London Ave. 
Mission, BC V2V 6G7

Exclusively for 
Honey Producers 
and Beekeepers 

throughout 
British Columbia

Farm Business Risk Management Programs Now and Through the Ages
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By Virginia Labbie
This month governments convened 

yet again to discuss Business Risk 
Management programs.  The result?  
More questions from producers, few 
answers, and seemingly, a lack of action 
by government.  

In an open letter to all Agriculture 
Ministers, the Canadian Federation of 
Independent Business (CFIB) says it is 
time for that to change.  Ministers have 
been reviewing BRM programs since 
July 2008 and we have yet to see any 
meaningful change. That’s why CFIB 
undertook a new study of AgriStability.  

In this latest survey, almost 1,100 
agri-business members from across 
Canada rated various aspects of the 
program.  Not unlike the CAIS program, 
members identified several problematic 
areas within AgriStability, such as poor 
customer service, complex and large 
volumes of paperwork, timeliness issues, 
predictability, and so on.  For example, 
65 per cent of respondents said predict-
ability of financial support is ‘poor’. 

So what’s next?  Governments did 
announce they will be consulting with 
industry in the coming months prior 
to their annual summer meeting to be 
held in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.  This 
leaves a small window for producers 
to provide their feedback on current 
programming and their ideas for what is 
really needed.

Given all the challenges in the live-

stock sector, producers need something 
more responsive as the present program 
is too slow to address producers’ imme-
diate needs.

One agri-business member said it 
best: “Programs that are made by the 
government need to be workable by the 
people they affect.”

While government cannot solve many 
of the global problems that have impacted 
the agricultural sector, they can certainly 
take steps to improve the tax and regula-
tory environment in which agri-business 
owners operate.  Additionally, they can 
make programs like AgriStability more 
farmer-friendly.

Business risk management tools are a 

last resort, but when producers do need 
them they have to work. They must be 
transparent, accessible, predictable, and 
timely. Because just like other business 
owners, producers want to earn their 
living from the marketplace, not the 
mailbox. That’s exactly what CFIB will 
continue to push for. 

CFIB is the business voice for agri-
culture, representing 7,200 independent-
ly owned and operated agri-businesses 
in the country.

Virginia Labbie is a Policy Analyst 
with the Canadian Federation of 
Independent Business. She can be 
reached at virginia.labbie@cfib.ca.

 CFIB Report Card of the AgriStability program

Source: CFIB, Point of view: AgriStability National Survey, January 2010, 1,081 responses

CFIB works for better results on BRM programming

Group several "bee" plants together in flowering patches of one meter squared, to increase 
overall attraction of the site to a greater diversity of bees. Create homes for bees, and 
please don't use pesticides in your garden. Many of the wild bees you may encounter in 
your backyard garden make their burrow homes in the soil or in holes in trees. They’ll also 
appreciate a source for fresh water. 
Some of the pollinating bees you may be inviting:
• Bumble bees - (Bombus terrestris) social, large, fuzzy, noisy flight, boisterous behavior
• Honey bees - (Apis mellifera) social, busy, smaller and less fuzzy than bumble bees
• Leaf-cutter bees - (Halictid) solitary, small black or metallic colored bees
• Mason bees - (Megachilidae including Osmia) solitary, often metallic blue or black
• Other Apidae species - social, large stingless bees
• Plasterer bee - (Colletes)
• Mining bees - (Adrena)
• Digger bees - (Anthrophora)

Gardening with Bees in Mind
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ARMSTRONG APIARIES
James Macdonald
4663 North Grandview Flats Rd.
Armstrong, BC V0E 1B5
Phone: (250)546-3237
jamesmacdonald@telus.net
N Q C

ASHCROFT HONEY 
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
Box 567 Savona, B.C. V0K 2J0. 
marglomond@gmail.com  (250) 373-2540
Q N

BABE’S HONEY FARM
Mark Pitcher
334 Walton Place, Victoria, Bc V8X 3X1
(250) 658-8319  mpitcher@uvic.ca
C Q N P

BARRY BEADMAN
RR4 Site 2, Comp 21 Oliver, B.C. V0H 1T0
barry&diane@telus.net
(250) 498-3153
Q N

BEE HAVEN FARM
Steve & Gail Mitchell
4820 Wilson Road Duncan, B.C. V9L 6L6
beehaven@shaw.ca
(250) 746-9916 
Fax(250) 746-9233
Q N P
 
BEES ‘N’ GLASS
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
P.O. Box 149 Lake Cowichan, B.C. V0R 2G0
lindahls@shaw.ca
(250) 749-3800
Q N P S

BRENDA'S BEES
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
250-755-5834  bzbees@telus.net
Q C

FLOWER POWER APIARIES
Michael McLennan
4550 Hillview Road 
Grand Forks, B.C. V0H 1H5
(250) 442-2933  Fax(250) 442-2933
N P B
 
FLYING DUTCHMAN
Stan & Cheryl Reist
6124 Metral Drive Nanaimo, B.C. V9T 2L6
dutchman@island.net/flydutch@telus.net
(250) 390-2313 
Fax(250) 390-5180
Q N P 

GOLDEN EARS APIARIES 
Jean-Marc LeDorze
33197 Ito Place Mission, B.C. V2V 3W7
jmcshipley@shaw.ca
(604) 820-6924 
Fax(604) 820-6924
Q N C P
   
HARDIE HONEY
Blaine & Jan Hardie
4035 Robson Road Duncan, B.C. V9L 6G7 
hardiehoney@shaw.ca
(250) 746-4389 
Fax(250) 746-4389
Q N P B

HONEYBEE CENTRE
John Gibeau 
7480 176 Street Surrey, B.C. V3S 8E7
info@honeybeecentre.com
(604) 575-2337  Fax(604) 575-2338
Q N P 

JINGLEPOT APIARIES
Sol Nowitz 
2262 E. Wellington Road Nanaimo, B.C. V9R 6V8 
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
(250) 753-9619
Q N P 
 
JOHN GATES
1262 Round Lake Road Armstrong, B.C. V0E 1B5
johngates@telus.net
(250) 546-6212
Q NC
   
KETTLE VALLEY QUEENS
Terry & Elizabeth Huxter
4880 Wells Road Grand Forks, B.C. V0H 1H5 
lizandterry@gmail.com 
(250) 442-5204 
Fax(250) 442-3300
Q N

NEIDIG APIARIES
9090 Birch Place, Delta, BC V4C 7M4
<wayneneidig@hotmail.com>
Tel 604-591-1385
Q 

NICOLA VALLEY APIARIES
Alan & Meg Paulson
Box 1995 Merritt, B.C. V1K 1B8 
meg or alan@nicolavalleyhoney.com 
(250) 378-5208 Fax(250) 378-5208
Q N C 

PLANET BEE APIARIES
Ed Nowek 
5011 Bella Vista Road Vernon, B.C. V1H 1A1 
beeworld@junction.net   (250) 542-8088
Q N

PURPLE GOLD APIARIES
Ron & Trudi Simonson
16431 78 Avenue Surrey, B.C. V4N 0M3 
info@purplegoldhoney.com 
(604) 574-6272 
Fax(604) 574-6242 
Q N P
 
ROD JO MOODY APIARIES
Rodney & Jo Moody
1575 Robson Lane, RR #1
Cowichan Bay, B.C. V0R 1N1 
rodjo@telus.net 
(250) 743-1939 
Q
   
SILVER STAR APIARIES
Richard Springborn 
P.O. Box 186,Vernon, B.C.  V1T 6M2
250-379-2567
N 

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES 
Blair & Cheryl Tarves
208 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, B.C. V0X 1C2
(250) 499-2555 
Q N
   
SWEETACRE APIARIES
Bill Stagg
2169 Lakeview Drive Sorrento, B.C. V0E 2W2 
hnywgn@telus.net    (250) 675-4863 
Q N

VAN ISLE APIARIES AND BEE PRODUCTS 
Grant Stringer
8183 Alec Rd., Saanichton, B.C.  V8M 1S3                             
Ph. (250) 652-9834  
Fax:(250) 665-6121           
e-mail: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Q N B
 
WILD MOUNTAIN HONEY FARMS 
Dianne Wells & Reg Kienast 
4471 Hallam Road Armstrong, B.C. V0E 1B4 
dianne.reg@gmail.com  (250) 546-6149 
Q N S

British Columbia Bee Breeders Association

• B = Bulk Bees 
• Q=Queens  
• P = Packages
• C = Queen Cells  
• N = Nucs  
• S= Shook Swarm
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Hi BC Honey Producers!

I had the pleasure to visit Victoria last 
October to attend to your convention 
and represent my company Dominion 
and Grimm (D&G). This was my first 
time in British Columbia and all that I 
had heard about your lovely province 
was not true... its better! The old saying 
in Ontario is when someone visits BC 
they never come back to Ontario and 
now I know why.  I can’t wait to see the 
mainland. 

The reason I am writing today is 
that I started an incentive program with 
Ontario Beekeepers’ Association OBA in 
2009. You are asking what is this incen-
tive? Well let me explain! For select 
items (see proposed list for BC) sold to 
beekeepers in your province, our com-
pany will set aside a donation.   

In Ontario this program has far 
exceeded everyone’s expectations, 
including both the OBA and D&G.  Last 
year alone, D&G presented the OBA a 
total of $17,258.85 for the 2009 calendar 
year. It’s amazing how a penny here and 
there adds up over a year. 

I want to extend this incentive to you 
as well. What my concern has been is 
trying to figure out what would work for 
BC. The reason that the OBA incentive 
has been so successful is that they are 
buying glass jars from us that are made 
in North America, in close proximity to 
our warehouse in Montreal. This really 
isn’t going to work shipping to BC. 
Typically your glass jars come from 
Asia as part of the Pacific Rim shipping 
route. Even if I set up warehousing in 

Vancouver for the North American made 
jars, the costs associated with shipping 
and storage would be prohibitive. You 
can of course buy the North American 
made jars, and we would of course add 
these to the incentive plan, but it may 
not make financial sense. I have listed 
the items that I know would work for 
you and of course can be a win-win for 
us all. 

If you buy from a distributor in BC 
and if they buy from D&G, these items 
are also included in the BCHPA incen-
tive program. The items that I thought 
would work for you are:

1. CAPS 
Our Canadian produced metal honey-

comb caps available in 58mm, 70mm and 
82mm that are priced the same as plain 
gold caps!  Why not make your package 
look premium without paying the price? 
We will donate one quarter of a penny 
from these sales.   I have also made up 
a deal that if you can put together a full 
pallet (36 boxes that can be mixed with 
various D&G caps), then we will pay for 
the shipping to BC (location would have 
to be considered, 
with some excep-
tions.) This freight 
incentive applies 
to caps only. 

2. D&G’S NEW 
TAMPER-EVI-
DENT COLOUR-
FUL PLASTIC 
HONEY TUBS

Available in 
500 gram and 1 

Kilo sizes. One penny from each con-
tainer will be donated. These containers 
are similar to the competitions’, but of 
course ours are awesome and they are 
tamper-evident.

3. ALL NORTH AMERICAN MADE 
500 GRAM AND 1 KILO GLASS 
JARS

4. D&G’S CLEAR PLASTIC BEARS 
(375 GRAM) WITH BLACK EYES 
AND IMPRINTED NOSE
 
5. D&G’S 500 GRAM UPSIDE-DOWN 
CLEAR PLASTIC CONTAINER 

These are compatible with a silicone 
valve (non-drip) cap. Please note that the 
cap is not on the incentive plan.

6. 500 GrAM AND 1 kiLO OPAQue 
PLASTIC SKEP CONTAINERS

We have also introduced new items 
this year that just came out in the last 
week. A new honey tag that has an elas-
tic loop at the top that fits around most 
containers. They have the nutritional 
fact table on them. I think they are great 
for weddings or for containers that you 
don’t want to affix a label. 

If you would like to get more details, 
pictures etc. please call 1-877-676-1914 
and speak with Lynn, Jenny or myself. 

D&G Incentive Program

Heather Clark
D&G Sales and Deals Negotiator
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You can also reach me by email: heather@dominiongrimm.
ca or look at our website: www.dominiongrimm.ca Some of 
the new items are not on the website yet, but please email and 
we’ll send you photos of them.

Here’s to a wonderful 2010 honey season!  ❀

“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to 

work a day in your life.”  - Confucius

D&G's incentive line-up.
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Part of any good integrated Pest Management program is to monitor the efficacy of your treatments. 
The Pettis test is the gold standard for checking possible Varroa Mite resistance to Apistan and Coumaphos.

Resistance Training Without The Heavy Lifting

The information on this factsheet has 
been modified with permission from Dr. 
J. Pettis of USDA-ARS Bee Research 
Laboratory, Beltsville, Maryland (pet-
tisj@ba.ars.usda.gov)

This test can be used to determine mite 
resistance when a beehive doesn't appear 
to respond to chemical mite control mea-
sures. It uses fluvalinate (Apistan®) or 
coumaphos (CheckMite+TM) strips and 
can test both products simultaneously on 
the same group of colonies by taking two 
samples from each hive. Each sample, 
whether Apistan or coumaphos, requires 
one jar.

Materials required for each test:
* 500ml jar with lid (wide-mouth can-

ning jar)
* light metal mesh cover for the jar (8 

mesh to the inch hardware cloth)
* index card (or similar) and stapler
* 3/8" X 1" piece of a new Apistan® or 

CheckMite+TM strip
* 1/4cup (60 ml) measure to scoop up 

bees
* 25% alcohol or windshield washing 

fluid
* straining cloth and 6 clothes pins
* plastic or rubber gloves
* plastic bucket
* sheet of white paper

Step 1
Staple a 3/8" X 1" section of an 

Apistan® or CheckMite+TM strip to the 
center of an index card. Make sure to 
handle the Apistan® and CheckMite+TM 
with gloves. Place the card in a jar 
with the section of the Apistan® or 
CheckMite+TM strip facing inwards. 
Replace the solid, round metal section of 
the canning jar lid with a piece of wire 
mesh. The holes in the mesh should be 
large enough to let Varroa through eas-
ily.
Step 2

Shake bees from one or two brood 
combs into an up-turned hive lid, bucket 
or box. Scoop up 1/4 cup or 60 ml of bees 
(~150 bees) and place them into each jar, 
being careful not to damage the bees. 
Screw the lids on the jars to stop the bees 
from escaping.

Step 3
Place the jars in an incubator or a 

warm room, in the dark, for 6 hours. Al-
ternatively, place jars in a picnic cooler 
with a couple of hot water bottles. Refill 
the bottles with hot water after the first 3 
hours. Make sure the lids of the jars are 
not covered so that the bees have air.
Step 4

After 6 hours, hold the jar about 10cm 
above a piece of white paper and turn up-
side down so that the mesh lid is facing 
downwards. Hit the jar with the palm of 
your hand three times. Count the number 
of mites that fall on the paper.
Step 5

Knock the bees to the bottom of the 
jar. Remove the index card with the at-
tached strip and fill the jar half-way with 
alcohol or washer fluid. This should be 
done outside, using gloves. Remove the 
mesh lid and replace with the original 
solid lid for the jar. Shake the jar vigor-
ously for 5 min.
Step 6

Remove the solid lid and replace it 
with the mesh lid. Pour the fluid into the 
straining cloth pinned to the bucket. Refill 
the jar with fluid, swirl the bees around 
and pour through the strainer again.
Step 7

Count the number of mites recovered 
on the cloth. If the total number of mites 
recovered in both samplings (Apistan®, 
CheckMite+TM) is less than 5, the re-
sults should be discarded.
Step 8

To calculate the percentage of mites 
killed by Apistan® or CheckMite+TM, 
divide the number of mites that initially 
fell on the white paper before the bees 
were killed, by the total number of mites 
(total mites = white paper mite count + 
mite count from bee washing).

 %kill by Apistan® or CheckMite+TM = 
initial kill, divided by total mites x 100
eeee
Resistance Test with Bees

If more than 50% of the mites were 
killed by the Apistan® or CheckMite+TM 
after 6 hours, the mites are susceptible 
and adequate mite control can be ex-
pected. If less than 50% of the mites 
are killed after 6 hours by Apistan® or 
CheckMite+TM, the mites are resistant 
to Apistan® or CheckMite+TM.

 
Critical Factors for the Success of the 
Resistance Test
* Prescreen hives using the ether roll 
technique (250-300 bees) and test only 
hives yielding 5 or more mites. This test 
gives meaningful results only when per-
formed on hives with adequate mite lev-
els. Do not expect levels of resistance to 
be the same among hives. Select 12 hives 
per apiary. More hives are better. This 
test is not designed to identify individual 
hives showing resistance. Use apiary av-
erages to assess the results.
* Perform the test exactly as described. Jar 
size, size of Apistan® or CheckMite+TM 
pieces and temperature are important.
* Ensure that bees are mobile in the jars 
so they contact the strips. Cool tempera-
tures may cause the bees to cluster away 
from the strips. If using darkened incuba-
tor, it may be helpful to open the incuba-
tor periodically to admit light and fresh 
air to encourage bee movement.
* It is best not to reuse strip pieces or in-
dex cards. Wash jars between tests.
 Note: Do not expose jars with Apistan® 
or CheckMiteTM to sunlight for any 
length of time. It is best to keep the jars in 
their storage boxes before and after fill-
ing until they are incubated. Sample bees 
from brood frames. For accuracy and to 
avoid bee injury, use a measuring scoop. 
Do not scrape bees directly into jars.

Disclaimer: This assay is intended to 
screen for resistant mites and is not in-
tended to indicate the exact level of re-
sistance. 09/05

❀

Pettis Test-Detecting Varroa Mite Resistance to Apistan and Coumaphos
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• OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL SPEAKER LINE UP
• FANTASTIC OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER ENTERTAINMENT
• SUPER SIZE SILENT AUCTION WITH UNIQUE ITEMS
• REASONABLE HOTEL RATES INCLUDING A HOT BREAKFAST

Welcome to Cranbrook
BCHPA AGM 2010
October 21, 22, 23

✤  Cranbrook Railway Museum – the best in Canada

✤  Historical Town of Fort Steele – a look back in time

✤  Creston Winery and Cheese Factory – mmmm good

✤  Casino of the Rockies – on a historical site

✤  Visit Kimberley, the Bavarian City

     of the Rockies - lovely

✤  Hot Springs in Fairmont & Radium 

     – a hot soak in the mountains

✤  Fish Hatchery – fishing for the kids
✤  Unique shopping 

     – only in the Kootenays.

COME EARLY – STAY LATER 
AND SEE THE SITES

“YEAR OF THE 
OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER”
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The Heritage Inn 
803 Cranbrook Street North
“Home of the Free Hot Breakfast”
Call direct at 250.489.4301 or toll free 
BCHPA special rate: $92 for a double room
 or $102 for deluxe
http://www.heritageinn.net/cranbrook.php

For further information contact: Lance & Bobby Cuthill
250.426.6049

email: LCUTHILL@GMAIL.COM
www.bcbeekeepers.com

Cranbrook - Come Early and Stay Later!
BCHPA Annual General Meeting & Conference 
October 21 – 23, 2010
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION only $175 until September 30

Guest Speakers
Dr. Bob Niedermayer – Physician to speak on "The Healthy Beekeeper", 
                   also father of the NHL players Rob and Scott Niedermayer

 Allen Dick – Albertan Commercial Beekeeper, 
                   Mead Making Aficionado, Beekeeping Blogger

Dr. Jerry Bromenshenk, Research Professor, University of Montana
Dave Johnson – Nelson Beekeeper, Forester, Organic Gardener

Beaverlodge Researcher (tba)
Dr. Leonard Foster - Canadian Research Chair in Proteomics 

                   and Assistant Professor in Biochemistry 
                   and Molecular Science at UBC
Heather Clay, Canadian Honey Council CEO

British Columbia Honey Producers
Annual General Meeting and Conference
October 21, 22, 23 2010
Cranbrook, BC
Name of Registrant: ______________________________

Accompanying Spouse: ___________________________

Mailing Address: ________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Telephone: (        )   __________________ 

Fax:            (        )   __________________

Email: ________________________________________

REGISTRATION FEES:
ADVANCED FULL REGISTRATION 
(Includes Thursday Meet and Greet, 2 Lunches,   
Banquet & Business & Education Days)
Payment must be received by Sept. 30, 2010    
 $175 x _____=________
FULL REGISTRATION after Sept. 30, 2010 
 $200 x _____=________

PARTIAL CONFERENCE    
THURSDAY - WINE AND APPETIZERS 
(Includes one drink ticket)        $20 x _____=________    
FRIDAY - AGM 
             Lunch                           $20 x _____=________ 
Banquet / Silent Auction / Entertainment   
    $40 x _____=________     
SATURDAY - ALL DAY 
Speakers / Education / Lunch   $99   x _____=________                 
             Lunch only                     $20 x _____=________

                                                         TOTAL 

Send registration form and payment to:
BCHPA 2010 Conference

    Sharon Mielnichuk
    Box 10

    Fort Steele, BC V0B 1N0
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May 16
BCHPA Sponsored IPM Workshop
CASTLEGAR
Limited space, register soon.
See details in this issue.

May 14 -16
Beginner Beekeeping Course
Bowen Island 
Contact Stuart Cole
email: <stuart_cole@shaw.ca>
www.BowenAgAlliance.ca/events 

May 16
BCHPA Sponsored IPM Workshop
COMOX
Limited space, register soon.
See details in this issue.

May 29
Day of the Honey Bee
Celebrations throughout BC!
Contact Allen Garr at:
Email bygarr@telus.net

June 25
The 57th Annual Beaverlodge Beekeepers’ Field Day 
will be held on Friday June 25 at the Agriculture & Agri-Food 
Canada Research Farm in Beaverlodge, Alberta, Canada. 
The program will begin at 10:00 a.m. and will include outdoor 
demonstrations as well as talks from professionals on the lat-
est findings in bee research. Our guest speaker this year is Dr. 
Tom Webster of Kentucky State University.  Also in atten-
dance will be Provincial Apiculturalists and representatives 
from the Canadian Honey Council, the Alberta Beekeepers’ 
and the Alberta Honey Producers’ Cooperative. Don’t miss 
the FREE noon BBQ sponsored by honey industry members. 
For more information contact Dr. Steve Pernal at:  Steve.Per-
nal@agr.gc.ca 

June 21 27
National Pollinator Week
Beecome involved at www.pollinator.org 

August 27 – 29
World Organic Beekeeping Conference
The World Beekeepers Association Apimondia is organising 
a First World Organic Beekeeping Conference in Bulgaria.

August 30 – Sept 2
Western Apicultural Society
Annual WAS Conference 
SALEM, OREGON, USA
Red Lion Hotel, 3301 Market Street
Website: http://groups.ucanr.org/WAS/index.cfm

September 25
Langley Fall Educational Symposium 
The Langley Bee Club will be hosting the day’s activities, 
including lunch. Admission is by donation: with half the pro-
ceeds going to the Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Bee Research 
Fund and half going to the Langley Bee Club to help defray 
the expenses of the day. September 25, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. at Campbell’s Gold Honey Farm and Meadery 2595 Le-
feuvre Rd. Abbotsford. LIMITED SPACE: Preregistration is 
required.Phone 604 856 2125 or e-mail jwcampbell@telus.net 

October 21 – 23
BCHPA Annual General Meeting & Conference
Cranbrook - Come Early and Stay Later!
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION 
only $175 until September 30
For further information contact: Lance & Bobby Cuthill
250.426.6049 email: Lance & Bobby lcuthill@gmail.com
details in this BeesCene or go to: www.bcbeekeepers.com

January 4 – 8, 2011
North American Beekeeping Conference
Galveston Texas
Joint meeting of Canadian Honey Council, American Bee-
keeping Federation, American Honey Producers Association, 
Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturists, Ameri-
can Association of Professional Apiculturists and Apiary In-
spectors of America and Mexican Beekeepers Association. 
Details to come.

Calendar… 

PEACE-FRASER APIARIES

Beekeeping Services For BC Beekeepers

Courses         Seminars

Livestock Sales

Hive Inspections         Crop Pollination

Varroa, Nosema, and Tracheal Mite Sampling

Eric Stromgren
604.219.0782

pfapiaries@gmail.com
www.BeekeeperEric.blogspot.com

Ross Rounds, Inc.

Round comb section
equipment and

Sundance pollen traps.
Contact your dealer for supplies.

PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370

www.rossrounds.com
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Best Western Country Meadows located on 264th St. in 
Aldergrove, the rate is $96.00 plus tax, comes with free 
continental breakfast.  Call 604-856-0086 or Toll Free 

1-800-834-0833 (approx. 4 km from venue).

Super 8 Motel located at the 264th St. interchange and 
Hwy 1, the rate is $89.00 plus tax, comes with free con-
tinental breakfast, indoor pool with slide.  Call 604-856-

8288 or Toll Free 1-800-800-8000 
(approx. 8 km from venue).

For accommodations at either of the above participants 
should say they are attending the beekeepers sym-

posium sponsored by the Langley Division of the B.C. 
Honey Producers Assoc.

LIMITED SPACE:

Preregistration is required. 
Phone 604 856 2125 or e-mail jwcampbell@telus.net 

Avoid disappointment; 
be one of the first 125 people to register!

The Langley Bee Club
Invites all new and experienced beekeepers to attend the 

Fall Educational Symposium On Current Beekeeping Issues
September 25, 2010, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

At Campbell’s Gold Honey Farm and Meadery 2595 Lefeuvre Rd. Abbotsford.

604-856-2125

The featured speakers include:

Paul van Westendorp, 
Provincial Apiculturist, British Columbia Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food and Fisheries
Dr. Elizabeth Elle, 

Associate Professor, Department of Biological 
Sciences, SFU, Native Bees in BC: Their Diversity 

and Contribution to Pollination.
Dr. Stephen Pernal, 

Research Scientist, AAFC Beaverlodge Research 
Farm and Past-President of the Canadian 
Association of Professional Apiculturists.

Jaquie Bunse, 
British Columbia Apiary Inspector, Fraser Valley/
Howe Sound, Agriculture Education and Services

Heather Higo, 
B.Sc., M.Sc., worked with Dr. Mark Winston in the 

SFU Bee Research Lab for over 20 years
Daniela Bates, 

Apiculture Information and Data Coordinator.
Dr. Leonard Foster, 

Canada Research Chair in Proteomics 
and an Assistant Professor in Biochemistry                 

and Molecular Biology at UBC
Cameron G. Lait, 

Research and Development Scientist, Contech 
Enterprises Inc., Delta, B.C., Honey Bee Brood 

Pheromone Research and Development.

Dr. Dewey M. Caron, 
Emeritus Professor of Entomology & Wildlife 
Ecology, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 

19716; Affiliate Faculty Horticulture Dept., Oregon 
State University, Corvallis, OR, Summary of 

W.A.S. Conference and Colony Natural History, 

Yearly Cycle with Emphasis on “Crunch” Times.

The Langley Bee Club will be hosting the day’s 

activities, including lunch.  Admission is by 

donation: with half the proceeds going to the 

Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Bee Research Fund 

and half going to the Langley Bee Club to help 

defray the expenses of the day.
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Regional Reports
Cariboo
Kurt Williams

Spring is here sooner than expected.  
Survival has been great this spring in the 
Cariboo.  The first Dandelion was seen 
the second week of April.  I am begin-
ning to get more and more interest from 
new beekeepers, and am excited about 
taking a few newcomers into a hive this 
spring.  As always, I find myself busily 

building equipment for the arrival of my new bees. Splitting is 
going to lots of fun this year, as I continue to learn about self-
sustaining my bee population.  The queen rearing course will 
be very valuable to any of those that attend.

Looking like a hot dry summer to come.

East Kootenays
Brian Stevenson

Spring 2010 has provided quite variable weather, as in 
recent years, and this always has locals wondering when 
to unwrap hives. There have been moderate winter losses 
reported among hobbyists but some commercial operations 
in the Creston Valley have reported heavy losses. This might 
raise the importance of a planned IPM workshop for regional 
beekeepers to be held in Castlegar. Look in this issue for 
more details. 

In areas where warmer weather has promoted an early start 
to brood build-up, the beekeeper should also be monitoring for 
a subsequent increase in mite populations. 

Lance Cuthill will be staying on as our Kootenay Regional 
Bee Inspector until a replacement can be found. In many 
respects, Lance cannot be replaced but someone else will even-
tually inherit the position. He is recovering from recent surgery 
and those that Lance has helped over the years may want to pay 
back the kindness this spring by doing the lifting on his trips 
to the beeyards.

 

Prince George
Wally Steidle

Good turnout at our April meeting, 20 
in attendance including a few newcomers. 
All are chomping at the bit for the arrival 
of our nucs, about 90 are coming to the 
Central Interior from the Okanagan. The 
Pineview 4-H Club has teamed up with 
Gerry Bomford to start a 4-H Beekeeping 
Project. Six 4-H members are doing the 

project. Two are going to share one hive and the rest will 
manage their own. They bought one hive kit from BeeMaid 
and are building the rest of the equipment themselves (except 
for the frames). Hope it works out well for them. Barry Clark 
gave a report from the BCHPA Semi Annual Meeting and the 
IPM course that he attended.  Have to end this quickly, having 
a new roof put on and they want to remove my satellite dish as 
I type. Yesterday the truck driver from Rona had his eyes on 
my bees that were bothering him and causing him concern. I 

told him it was probably because they liked the bright yellow 
visi-vest that he was wearing. He sure removed that in a hurry. 
 
West Kootenays
Dave Johnson
I think this submission could come under the heading of 
“Lessons Learned”...

As most of us are aware, we have experienced an unusu-
ally warm winter and early spring.  Consequently, the hives 
were way ahead of themselves in developing brood and 
using stores.  I fed pollen supplements before there was ‘free’ 
pollen just to take advantage of the good weather and have 
a head start on populations for making up nucs. The bees 
were doing well with good brood patterns and populations. 
As expected, there was the usual late winter and early spring 
dwindling as the old bees did not return from foraging.  
By now the honey stores were getting low so feeding syrup 
was in order.  So... things were going along nicely and it 
was time to take a break and visit family on Vancouver 
Island over the Easter weekend.  I made another round of 
feeding syrup the weekend before we left and felt quite 
comfortable with the condition the hives were in.  Still feel-
ing good about the feeding because it turned really cold 
which lasted for a couple of weeks, but I knew they would 
be ok.  It remained cold for a week after returning home so I 
left the hives alone feeling the syrup would hold them over. 
What I found when I took advantage of the first good day 
to inspect the hives was still good populations but very little 
capped brood and only eggs.  No sign of brood in the larvae 
stage or newly capped brood.   I was stunned and must admit 
at first did not think clearly and had all sorts of thoughts 
about what this could be.  I made a couple of panic phone 
calls to Lance Cuthill and Liz Huxter neither of whom was 
there at the time to talk to, so I left messages.  For the rest of 
the day I had time to settle down and think more clearly and 
went over what I had witnessed and what could be the causes.  
 I had come to the conclusion that the bees had used up 
all of their available pollen stores and just as I reached 
this line of thinking the phone rang and it was Lance who 
had been having the same thoughts with the information 
I had given him.  Checking the hives the next day con-
firmed exactly that, no pollen except what the bees were 
bringing in currently since the weather had warmed up. 
So what happened was that the capped brood was fine and 
went on to mature and hatch. With no pollen to feed larvae 
the bees would have eaten the larvae so as not to waste their 
energy.  The queen continued to lay eggs, which the bees 
would have eaten as well until there was pollen available 
again.  With the last few warm days, the pollen is pouring in 
and we have fed some patties to help them along. As well, the 
bees are now feeding larvae and we have a new brood cycle 
underway.  I expect they will do fine now but we have lost a 
lot of brood rearing time and a lot of nucs will not get made up. 
On the bright side, it is a golden opportunity to treat for mites 
because they have nowhere to hide.
 Also I have learned a lesson, and that is always worth something! 
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Terrace 
Yvette Favron

We have had average spring weather until this week when 
record temperatures made it seem like July. The bees were 
very busy of course and beekeepers that treated for mites 
seem to be doing okay. Our division has decided to close our 
bank account, which does not get used anymore, and send the 
money to BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Bee Research and 
Education Fund. We have had enough volunteers for executive 
to keep our division going. For a while it was questionable. I 
attended a Seedy Saturday in March with a beekeeping display 
and spoke to many people who were interested in becoming 
beekeepers. One was a boy of about six years; he had already 
saved up $80 towards the purchase of a hive. The rest were 
women. Interesting. We had lots of discussion about pollina-
tion or lack of the same. Many people wanted to come out and 
experience bees before they get serious about beekeeping. I 
will have a busy social calendar with my bees this spring. Our 
next meeting will be a social event. Anyone interested in bee-
keeping is welcome to attend this gathering or any of our meet-
ings. Contact me at yvettefavron@uniserve.com for details.

Sunshine Coast
Allan Cobbin

The weather for March and April was 
the reverse of our January and February’s 
with cool days and cooler nights up to the 
present. Some club members had to feed 
colonies to ensure that starvation did not 
occur. Our local winterkill was about 
10% on average. Those with more colo-
nies seemed to fare better while some 

with smaller apiaries advised of total losses (one or two hives).    
    Our March Meeting was quite successful, highlighted by our 
guest speaker Gerald Shaffer who is a bear conflict specialist 
with extensive local experience. He directs the Sunshine Coast 
Bear Education and Resource Society. Prior to the meeting he 
had inquired about ideas that we had tried for reducing bear 
and beeyard conflicts and the degree of our success. There 
was therefore lots of audience input resulting in an interesting 
and informative talk and discussion. Methods to reduce prob-
lems were introduced...motion activated sprinklers to enhance 
grounding of electric fences, stucco wiring over plastic around 
the site parameter to reduce weed growth and enhance ground-
ing.  The primary reduction method however was the removal 
or elimination of attractants e.g. bird feeders, open garbage, well 
kept and protected compost piles and picking fruit in a timely 
manner. Secure garbage containers are also a great help. Gerald 
may well prove to be a valued contact person for club members. 
 Caroline Stoddard our quiet-spoken but well valued Bee 
Inspector, reported on some of the major losses on Vancouver 
Island. No single cause has yet been determined but Caroline 
emphasized that good management techniques and careful 
watch over hives with timely and appropriate treatment is 
required Caroline also reviewed some IPM areas including 
Oxalic Acid treatment in December, Formic Acid applica-
tions in the Spring (over 10 degrees at night) usually in 
late April, drone brood removal and freezing to reduce 
mite load. Information was circulated indicating that powder 
sugar dusting and smaller foundation size were not particu-
larly effective in mite reduction. Powdered sugar however is 

effective in determining and assessing colony mite loads. 
  Queen availability for spring was discussed in some 
detail.  While Rob Haines considers himself to be “ just a queen 
rearing and nuc producing hobbyist,” he advised that he will 
be grafting queens in late April and that these would be ready 
by mid and late May. He will also be preparing nucs and has 
some available containing queens raised late last summer.  It 
was noted that queens from BC’s interior would not be avail-
able until late June and that Vancouver Island produced queens 
would be very limited if available at all. Offshore queens might 
be available but it was the consensus of the group that we would 
prefer to “remain on the same page” and use local queens only.  
    Several informational handouts were circulated for members 
regarding a variety of topics: “Varroa Mite Control Without 
Using Harmful Chemicals”,  “Doing More With Less”,  “Top 
Ventilation,” “Spring Management Summary,” “Honey Bee 
Stocks Genes and Varroa Resistance”. Copies of Basic Bee 
diseases (from the CHC) were also made available. Members 
were advised of a beginner’s beekeeping workshop to be held 
next month on Bowen Island with Jaquie Bunse as Instructor. 
To date three of our new club members have signed up.  
  In addition to being busy preparing my colonies for action in 
the months ahead, I was invited to attend a “Seedy Saturday” 
gathering in Pender Harbour where I spoke of the importance 
of pollination. I distributed several brochures entitled: “Honey 
Bee Awareness and Pollination “ which I received from our 
BCHPA Education Chair (again, many thanks, Ian). I was 
also asked to speak to a seniors’ group in Gibsons about bee-
keeping as a hobby. Although my talk was seemingly well 
received, I doubt that there will many new beekeepers from 
that mostly silver haired crowd. Last week I did a telephone 

TM

Our family owned brand was founded in 1884! 
Honey contracts are now being made!

CONTACT 
Ed Stubson or Diane Stubson

Call our toll free number 

1-877-437-9757 
or e-mail kiddbros@telus.net

K.B. Honey Processors Ltd. 
5312 Grimmer Street, Burnaby

Phone (604) 437-9757 Fax (604) 437-6789

powered by honey

Kidd Bros. Honey
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interview with the news director of the local radio station 
CKAY/FM regarding the current status of honey bees. I com-
mented on CCD problems in the US particularly in California 
and some of our local concerns and mentioned the critical 
need for pollination in our agriculture industry. I don’t really 
need much of a soapbox to talk of my hobby and my pas-
sion! And one can say a lot in a fifteen-minute discussion. I 
even got in a plug for “May 29th,The Day of the Honeybee”! 
 Even though we have been going through some difficult 
times with our honey bees, we have to believe that things will 
improve. I believe that it was Winston Churchill who said: 
“Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss 
of enthusiasm”. 

Best wishes to all for a productive season.

Fraser Valley 
Gerry McKee

As my old beekeeper buddy from the 
interior would say, “As apple pollina-
tion goes, so goes the beekeeping sea-
son.”  In the Fraser Valley, it’s blueberry 
pollination that gives us an indication 
of how our season will progress with 
the bees. Although improving weather 
assists in producing stronger pollination 

units, increasing competition from emerging rogue beekeep-
ers appears to threaten our growing sideliner pollinators. 
Our mild winter reduced deadouts (i.e. for those with effec-
tive mite and Nosema control), but a cool, wet March reduced 
flying time, holding back brood build-up. Upon arrival of 
queens from the southern hemisphere, were placed these in 
queen banks as the weather interfered with splitting and/or 
setting up nucs for making up winter losses. Sunnier days in 
April had beekeepers using single supers scrambling to keep 
up with colony growth by equalizing and/or adding a second 
super. Improved weather certainly boosts our spirits and gives 
us hope that maybe this is the year we’ll have a better harvest 
than preceding ones.

Recently, I’ve received several inquires about rogue bee-
keepers undercutting blueberry pollination prices. Last year, 
it was $ 85 - $95 per hive.  The rogues are accepting $ 60 
- $65.  This reminds me of one of the main causes of the 
business failure - allowing someone else to set your price by 
following a downward spiral in price matching.   As Paul, our 
Apiarist has repeatedly advised us when pricing our honey, 
prudent producers will set price according to their cost analy-
sis and not by simply following a beekeeper who could be on 
the brink of collapse and desperate for cash flow. Growers 
and packers with myopic vision will gladly seek lower rates 
probably without regard to hive strength and the beekeeper’s 
survival. 

Prudent pollinators will ensure their customers know how 
to determine a strong effective colony from a weak, neglected 
one.  Time and patience is needed to develop strong business 
partners.  In order for our customers to accept a fair pollination 
price, they need to understand the demands of bee husbandry. 
The increasing costs of labour, gasoline and supplies for con-
trol of diseases and pests must also be taken into consideration 
when searching for more profitable options with the bees. 
Sideliners in the Fraser Valley do have many options avail-
able. Rapid growth to gain economy of scale is not the only 

solution!  The plight of the sideliner and blueberry pollination 
is very likely a topic that will receive considerable attention 
during this beekeeping season.  

South Vancouver Island
Brian Scullion

South Island beekeepers have suf-
fered huge and unforgiving bee losses.

That’s it, I have summed up my 
report in one sentence, and I’ll fire it 
off to Diane for print.  She has asked 
twice now for my BeesCene submis-
sion, but reporting bad news is some-
thing I do not take very much pride 
in, and having to spill it all onto paper 

makes me feel as though we have failed in some way to ensure 
the safety and well being of our bees.  

By February, losses reported from the Malahat to Nanaimo 
were well over one thousand colonies, and probably closer to 
two thousand.  We polled the Capital Region beekeepers and 
totals from those that participated saw 350 going into winter 
with a 50% loss.  We suspect the 350 number is low, but with 
the same 50% loss.  You don’t need to be a Philadelphia lawyer 
to understand the financial loss to Island beekeepers, and we 
kinda feel like were left outside in a cold empty damp box.  
You probably need to be a beekeeper to understand what the 
loss has done to our stock, but with that being said, survival 
stock will be bred, and will multiply.  

Several shipments of packages bees arrived to offset a por-
tion of the losses.  More devastating news came with a plane 
load of 650 dead packages.  Stop already!

At the April CRBA meeting the following motion was put 
to the floor by Bob Liptrot.

“That the membership and executive of the Capital Regional 
Beekeeper’s Association endorse and support the immediate 
importation of varroa sensitive hygiene VSH breeder queens 
from credible breeding programs outside of Vancouver Island 
for the purpose of creating genetically superior bee stock 
which will be more resistant to parasites and pathogens under 
a process that would be jointly guided by the BC Honey 
Producers’

Association (BCHPA), BC Bee Breeders’ Association, and 
the Provincial Apiculture inspector for Vancouver Island” The 
motion passed.  Now don’t be circling the wagons just yet!  
As of this writing, and to the best of my knowledge, a group 
of beekeepers/breeders representing all areas on Vancouver 
Island and the Gulf Islands will be in the process of developing 
protocols for importation.

It is very surreal as I write this, looking out the window and 
seeing the entrance to each hive buzzing with foragers working 
their magic, we are just entering into our spring nectar flow.  
My bees are rockin, as well as all others on the very South 
end of the Island.  I have had to split several of them, or they 
would be in the trees today for sure.  The Cowichan Valley area 
is usually about two to three weeks behind us.  So hang on to 
your hive tools, the season is about to begin. 

Interest in beekeeping is growing at a very rapid rate, as we 
anticipate membership in the Victoria club to reach 200 this 
year.  This does pose some huge challenges to say the least.  
To mention a few items that include educating and mentoring 
new beekeepers, having a vibrant program that will interest all 
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BCHPA DIVISIONS
ALBERNI VALLEY HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
6219 Lamarque Rd, Port Alberni  V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson                250-723-6089
BC BEE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3
Grant Stringer  250-652-9834
CENTRAL CARIBOO BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
4583 Ridge Rd, Big Lake Ranch, BC V0L 1G0
Sherry Benisch and Ann Carter  250 243-2286
COMOX VALLEY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
5151 Dunboyne Rd, Courtenay, V9S 1M8
Chris Woodrow  250 338 5233
woodrow9@telus.net
KAMLOOPS DIVISION BCHPA
3249 Schubert Rd, Kamloops BC V2B 6Y4
Ian Farber  250-579-8518
NANAIMO DIVISION BCHPA
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, B.C V9S 2H8
Kathleen Silvey 250-716-0695
www.nanaimobeekeepers.com
NORTH FRASER HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
18503 141st Avenue  Pitt Meadows  V3Y 1Z1
Wolfgang Schoenbach 604-465-4540
NORTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
331 Valley Rd, Kelowna, BC V1V 2E5
R.W. Bob Chisholm  250-762-2203
OKANAGAN VALLEY POLLINATION ASSOCIATION
PO Box 186  Vernon  V1T 6M2 
Richard Springborn  250-379-3567
PEACE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
BCMAL Office 4th Floor, 1201-103rd Ave.
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4J2
Kerry Clark  250-784-2559
POWELL RIVER BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
RR 3, C26, Nassichuk Rd, Powell River V8A 5C1
Alan Cole 604-487-4181     
PRINCE GEORGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
6121 Birchwood Cres. Prince George, BC, V2K 1W5
Gerry Bomford 250-970-0228. 
QUESNEL BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
2151 Johnson Rd. Quesnel BC V2J 6G1
Tom Swanky 250-747-0604
SMITHERS BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
5528 Slack Rd, Smithers BC V0J 2N2
Lu Blackburn 250-847-2135

SHUSWAP BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
414 Mallory,  Salmon Arm, BC V0E 1V3            
Bill Lynch 250-832-2732
SOUTH FRASER VALLEY DIVISION BCHPA 
26035 28th Ave., Aldergrove, BC  V4W 2W3 
Rick Kreisch    604-856-4438
SOUTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
RR#2, Oliver, BC  V0H 1T0  
Ray Levesque 250-498-4025
SQUAMISH DIVISION BCHPA
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish  V0N 3G0 
Phil Ellis  604-898-5337
SUNSHINE COAST DIVISION BCHPA
2737 Lower Road, Roberts Creek V0N 2W4
Allan Cobbin      604-886-7006      
TERRACE DIVISION BCHPA
43 Halibut St. Kitimat, BC V8C 2K6
Joe Farina                          250-632-6507
WEST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
RR1, Winlaw BC V0G 2J0
Bob Lerch                250-226-7556

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
CAPITAL REGION BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
226 Ontario Street,  Victoria  V8V 1N2
Brian Scullion  250-385-7129

OTHER BEE-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
castlesg@telus.net
George Field           250-743-7569
RICHMOND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
2750 West 14th Ave , Vancouver, BC V6K 2X2
Email: bygarr@telus.net
Allen Garr 604-736-4184
STUART  NECHAKO  BEE CLUB
Vanderhoof, Ft St James,  and  Fraser Lake area
Box  595 ,Vanderhoof  BC, VoJ  3A0
Jon   Aebischer              250  -567-5037
SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
13060- 69 A Avenue, Surrey B.C.  V3W 6N9  
Don Carter  604-591-3262
TEXADA ISLAND BEE CLUB
Box 162, Van Anda  V0N 3K0
Rhonda Johnston  604-486-0226
VANCOUVER BEEKEEPERS OF BC ASSOCIATION
350 E 2nd Ave, #407  Vancouver  V5T 4R8 
Bryce Ahlstrom  604-708-0313

Club Contacts

Please contact Editor Diane Dunaway with any changes: bcbeescene@gmail.com or tel/fax 250-297-6399 . 
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Name ___________________________________________________________________________________

Spouse’s Name ___________________________________________________________________________

Address  ________________________________________________________________________________

City __________________________     Province ___________     Postal Code _______________________

Phone (         ) _____________________

Fax     (         )  ____________________

Email  ___________________________

2010 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association

Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com

Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.
BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES  
0 to 25 Hives  $40
26 to 50 Hives  $50
51 to 150 Hives  $60
151 to 300 Hives  $70
301 to 500 Hives  $120
501 to 1000 Hives  $130
Over 1000 Hives  $200

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
 Association or BCHPA:

BCHPA TREASURER
PO Box 1650
Comox, BC, V9M 8A2

New ❏  Renewal ❏   Please check here if renewing with an address change ❏

We welcome you to join us in our 90th year of celebrating the honey bee in British Columbia.
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA 
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer 
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the 
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge 
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels 
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The 
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.

Thank You for Supporting Beekeeping in BC!

$5 Million 

Coverage

for only $55 year!

Beekeepers understand that there’s 
strength in numbers. Our Group 

Liability Insurance Policy is the best value 
you’ll find. If you’re worried about stings, or 

bee smokers, or other related beekeeping risks 
– this is for you.

Note: coverage runs January 1, 2010 to 
December 31, 2010. Effective date of 

coverage is based on date application 
and payment is received at the 

BCHPA office. Insurer will 
issue certificates in due 

course.

* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE  ADD ON $55

** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement  ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research  ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)

**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included  $50 CAD
with Your  BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

TOTAL $

Includes 
BeesCene & Hivelights

# of Hives _________
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members, setting up to accommodate all for visual and audio 
needs, involvement in the community, markets, promoting 
bees, supporting and promoting the BCHPA.  The list goes on, 
as we do.

With the support of the Capital Region beekeepers, Joy 
Ellington invited all municipalities, to proclaim May 29th as 
the day of the honey bee; most if not all have made the procla-
mation.  Congratulations to all municipalities in the CRD, and 
thanks Joy for taking on this task.

Wishing you all a very productive season.

Metro Vancouver and Howe Sound
Don Cameron
The mild and relatively dry winter weather that we experi-

enced in the Lower Mainland at the time of the January report 
continued, much to our amazement, through February and 
March, resulting in early pollen and nectar availability and a 
rapid re-building of bee populations. The good weather prob-
ably contributed as well to beekeepers locally reporting good 
hive survival rates for the second year in a row.

The early population surge meant careful monitoring of 
nectar and pollen reserves and supplemental feeding in late 
March through early April as we ran into a cool, damp spell.

If only we had queens in early March! As it turned out the 
Hawaiians arrived at the end of the month coinciding with a 
cool, wet week making early splits and nucs an uncomfortable 
chore! 

For those of us in Delta who pollinate blueberries, we are 
preparing to move our hives into fields two to three weeks 
early. Hopefully, the weather stays on the warm side, as we 
are still vulnerable to night frosts and subsequent blossom 
damage.

Membership in our local club continues to grow rapidly as 
the interest in urban beekeeping continues to spread and the 
public becomes aware of the attractiveness of beekeeping as a 
rewarding and challenging hobby.

As we emerged from a few days of rain last week several 
club members reported swarms. Some were experiencing this 
event for the first time (as were their neighbors), resulting in 
phone calls to mentors, and a search for ladders and spare 
equipment. For the urban beekeeper swarms become a com-
munity occasion with cameras to record every move and, in 
some cases, every word!

Squamish reports good weather as well for early build-up, 
generally reasonable winter survival rates with some evidence 
of Nosema problems. Maple bloom is pretty much over with 
Dandelions now providing the primary nourishment

For many local beekeepers, the next educational event is the 
queen rearing course at Campbell’s Gold in late April.

Everything seems set for a fine season. Here’s hoping!
Cheers

North Vancouver Island
Larry Lindahl

The bees seem to be doing quite 
well in the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional 
District, Comox-Strathcona Regional 
District, and the Mount Waddington 
Regional District with minimal or nor-
mal losses over the winter. It is a dif-
ferent story in the Nanaimo Regional 
District with up to 90% losses. A num-

ber of the beekeepers in the Nanaimo area are replacing their 
stocks with packages from New Zealand. 

The Dandelions are in bloom and the Maple trees are begin-
ning to come into blossom. If the rain stays away, we could get 
a Maple flow this year - hooray! 

Peace Country 
Kerry Clark 

Connie Kaldor sings: “Spring on the 
prairie comes like a surprise; one minute 
there’s snow on the ground, the next, the 
sun’s in your eyes.” 

In the northern prairie like the Peace 
it’s even more extreme: April 10: low of 
-10 C, windy and below freezing all day; 
I put on the wood fire while we watched a 

movie. April 15: +10 C overnight (at my home on the hill 150 
meters above Dawson Creek where it was only +4) I turned 
off the furnace; +17 in the afternoon, my first sighting of bees 
gathering Willow pollen, a Dandelion in bloom, and I hear 
reports of frog song (wood frogs, an amazing story of cold 
adaptation. but that’s another story)! We still have two feet of 
snow where it drifted or is in shade, but there’s an encouraging 
tinge of green on our late winter browns. 

Besides the spring optimism, beekeeping in the BC Peace 
is not encouraging. From a high of over 20,000 hives operated 
for honey production in the 1980’s, the region now has fewer 
than 1000 colonies (maybe even fewer than 500) overwinter-
ing, and somewhat more than that in summer (from yards that 
are moved here for honey production, then moved back to 
southern BC for winter). Summers are still very productive 
(average strength colonies reliably yield 150 pounds each). 

One big change this year is the loss of availability of 
Vancouver Island packages from Hardie Honey. Over the past 
several years they used to bring about 500 packages or nucs 
to our region. But last year they decided to discontinue the 
business (even before the 90 % winter loss of colonies). There 
MAY be smaller supplies of replacement bees for the region, 
we’ve been enquiring and so far haven’t connected with any-
thing definite.

The Peace had remarkably mild late winter weather from 
late February to mid-March with temperatures well above 
normal, none of the -30 C that one has to expect. Colony sur-
vival to the end of March was very good (well above 50 %, 
though beekeepers don’t consider winter over ‘til May). Some 
seasonal normal -10 C in late March and early April resulted 
in failure of weakened colonies trying to rear brood. With a 
reduced capacity for re-stocking after high winter colony mor-
tality, beekeeping in the region is definitely less sustainable 
than it used to be.

Perhaps it’s this lack of availability, or this combined with a 
heightened awareness of the plight of bees, but it seems there 
may be an increased desire to start beekeeping. I’ve had more 
calls asking for bees than in many past years. 

Finally, back to BUSINESS: the Canada/BC Ministry of 
Agriculture program to enable and encourage farmers to get 
a professional farm business plan or specialized financial ser-
vices like a succession plan, is now available (as in the last two 
issues of BeesCene), at <http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/busmgmt/
FB_Advisory_Services.html>. We’ve had lots of nibbles but 
not many have followed through. Maybe take the opportunity 
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of current information from your income tax return, and give 
us a call.  

Kerry Clark, Peace Region BCHPA Regional Rep and 
Agrologist with BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands in 
Dawson Creek tel: 1.877.772.2200. ❀

 Phone 250-390-2313   1-877-390-6890    
Fax 250-390-5180    

E-mail: flydutch@telus.net   Stan & Cheryl Reist

BEE SUPPLIES, PACKAGES 
NUCS AND QUEENS

Vancouver Island Pollination Services
6124 Metral Dr., Nanaimo BC V9T 2L6

FLYING 
DUTCHMAN

Pierco 
Foundation and Frames

Sherriff 
Bee Suits

Varroa Nator 
Screened Bottom Boards

Whew! It was 21 degrees Celsius over the April 17th weekend 
when I checked my hives. They have amazing amounts of fresh 
pollen! Willow I think, but I wonder if they collect any Poplar 
pollen too, the Poplar catkins seem bigger this year.

         

Tanks for Bulk Liquid 
Storage & Handling 

Cone Bottom Tanks for Full 
Drainage of Mixed Solutions 

Stainless Steel Liquid Storage 
Container w/ Temp Control 

Liquid & Bulk Materials 
Handling Bins & Containers 

Liquid and Bulk Materials 

Handling Products for 

the Food Production & 

Processing Industry 

“If It Flows – We Go With It !” TM

BARR stocks and handles a wide 
variety of complementary products for 
the Food Industry and provides 
complete custom plastics fabrication 
services to tailor many of our standard 
products to your specific need. 

Call on our knowledgeable team today 
to provide you with advice and the 
equipment you need to add value to 
your processes, make things easier on 
your people and facilities and save you 
money !

Plastic Sheet and Metal Materials 

1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 4 4 9 9

TM

Request an emailed copy of 

the BCHPA library holdings 

for timely videos and DVD’s 
on seasonal beekeeping 

information. 

Contact: Ian Farber, 

BCHPA Education Director • 
Ian_Farber@telus.net or 

Tel 250-579-8518

whether it’s a soaker hose, 
          or moistened burlap in a bucket, be sure to

set up a clean and safe water source for your apiaries...

                       For more tips contact the BCHPA Librarian

Summer Reminder 
 Honey Bees Need Fresh Water
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Classifieds.....
QueeN reAriNG eQuiPMeNT – 34 4-way quads (136 nucs) 
disease free, complete with frames, feeders, bottom board and lid, 
some extra frames and boxes; $695.00 for everything or $25.00 per 
quad. Telephone 250 378-5208

QueeN reAriNG eQuiPMeNT PrOCeeDS to BHW Trust 
– Queen rearing equipment for sale, includes bottom boards, quad 
shallow supers with frames, and telescopic lids. Make me an offer 
and if accepted, I will donate it to the Boone, Hodgson Wilkinson 
Trust Fund towards Bee Research. Contact John Sladen  at 1-250-
499-2821 or email: john_sladen@hotmail.com 

HIVES & NUCS – Double and single hives and nucs for sale. 
Golden Ears Apiaries Telephone 604 820-6924 or email: jeanmar-
cledorze@gmail.com 

FEEDING PALES SALE: 2.5 gallon feeding pails c/w lids and 
inserts, $2 each. Please reply by email: old_rifleman@yahoo.ca

FOR SALE: Frederich’s Vancouver Island Beehive Products: 
Honey, Pollen, Propolis Products, Bee Bread, Wax Figurines, and 
Beeswax Candles. Phone 250-245-4214 Fax 250-245-1314

GET READY FOR MITES –VISIT KELOWNA this summer. 
Pick-up your formic acid and ready-to-use pads at a discount. Also 
for sale are HONEY BARRELS and POLLEN TRAPS/SCREEN 
BOTTOMS. Call Bill at 250-762-8156 and visit www.MiteGone.
com 
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Great Little Box Co. . . . . . . . . .15
Hardie Honey  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16
Herb Isaacs Sales  . . . . . . . . . . .11
Iotron Technologies . . . . . . . . . .22
Jinglepot Apiaries . . . . . . . . . . .26
Johnston  Meier Insurance  . . .30
kettleValley Queens. . . . . . . . . .20
Kidd Brothers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .41

Lamb Acres Electric Fencing . . .5
Mann Lake  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Medivet Pharmaceuticals   . . . . .3
Munro Apiaries . . . . . . . . . . . . .19
Peace-Fraser Apiaries . . . . . . . .38
Richard’s Packaging . . . . . . . . .28
Ross Rounds  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38
Sherriff International . . . . . . . .17
Similkameen Apiaries . . . . . . . .20
Twin Maple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19
Vancouver Island Apiaries . . . .30
Wellmark International  . . . . .  16
West Coast Bee Supplies  . . . . .26
Wicks & Wax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20

To order and for details contact:  

Duaine Hardie 

250-748-8471

hardiehoney@shaw.ca

NUTRITIONAL 
FACT 
LABELS

BC Honey Producers’ Association

1.5¢
only

each

Per 1 tablespoon (20g)

Amount

Nut r i t ion  Fac tsValeur nutr i t ive       

Not a significant source of saturated fat, trans fat, cholesterol, sodium, fibre, vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium or iron.

Source négligeable de lipides saturés, lipidestrans, cholestérol, sodium, fibres, vitamine A, �vitamine C, calcium et fer.

% Daily Value

0 %
6 %

Pour 1 cuillère à table (20g) 
Teneur % valeur quotidienne
Calories / Calories  60
Fat / Lipides  0 g
Carbohydrates / Glucides  17 g
   Sugars / Sucres  16 g
Protein / Protéines  0 g
    

Rolls of 
2000
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The British Columbia Honey Producers Association wishes to acknowledge the support of the Agri-Food Futures Fund, Beekeeping Industry 
Development Initiative and the following organizations for making these workshops possible: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, the B.C. Ministry 
of Agriculture and Lands, and the Investment Agriculture Foundation of 
B.C. Sponsorship was also provided by APIS Project University of British 
Columbia, Iotron Industries Canada Inc., and Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

Integrated 
Pest Management 
Workshops

Castlegar
Dewey Caron- Affiliate Scientist - Horticulture Deptartment, 
     Oregon State University, Corvallis 
Ursula Da Rugna – Partner, Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Dr. Leonard Foster – Canadian Research Chair in Proteomics 
     and Assistant Professor in Biochemistry and Molecular Science at UBC
Yvonne Herbison – Regional Pesticide Officer for Health Canada's Pest
    Management Regulatory Agency for the BC Interior 
Lance Cuthill – Bee Inspector for BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands,
      Apiculture Program
Doug Knight – Beekeeper

Comox 
Paul van Westendorp – Provincial Apiculturist - BC Ministry of Agriculture
      and Lands, Apiculture Program
Irene Wilkin – Regional Pesticide Officer for Health Canada's 
      Pest Management Regulatory Agency
Brenda Jager – Brenda's Bees Queen Breeder, Bee Inspector for 
      BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands, Apiculture Program
 Frank Sharen – Queen Breeder
Medhat Nasr – Provincial Apiculturist Pest Surveillance, Alberta
Sol Nowitz – Jinglepot Apiaries, Queen Breeder

Sunday May 16, 2010

For registration and more information see page 29

Welcome to Cranbrook
BCHPA AGM 2010
October 21, 22, 23

“YEAR OF THE 
OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER”

✤  Cranbrook Railway Museum – the best in Canada

✤  Historical Town of Fort Steele – a look back in time

✤  Creston Winery and Cheese Factory – mmmm good

✤  Casino of the Rockies – on a historical site

✤  Visit Kimberley, the Bavarian Cityof the Rockies - lovely

✤  Hot Springs in Fairmont & Radium 

     – a hot soak in the mountains

✤  Fish Hatchery – fishing for the kids
✤  Unique shopping – only in the Kootenays.

COME EARLY – STAY LATER AND SEE THE SITES

• OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL SPEAKER LINE UP
• FANTASTIC OLYMPIC BEEKEEPER ENTERTAINMENT
• SUPER SIZE SILENT AUCTION WITH UNIQUE ITEMS
• REASONABLE HOTEL RATES INCLUDING A HOT BREAKFAST

For further information contact: Lance & Bobby Cuthill

250.426.6049

email: Lance & Bobby lcuthill@gmail.com

www.bcbeekeepers.com

Open to
 all Beekeepers


